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Dear Teachers,
What an interesting time to be a music teacher! I 
had a cheerful “welcome to spring” message for the 
magazine, yet in the meantime, literally everyone’s lives 
changed with the threat of  COVID-19.  
With so much uncertainty, I hope many of  you have 
perhaps discovered a new skill and are able to continue 
your studio online. No doubt, some of  you have 
found some very unique ways in which to capture your 
student’s interest as they spend countless ‘at home’ 
hours. It will be great to hear from each of  you once 
we are able to come up for air and share our individual 
experiences.  
With that, we will keep you informed of  any 
rescheduled events on the iamta.org website in the 
scrolling area. If  you have meetings or cancellations 
you would like reflected on the IMTA events calendar, 
you must contact me with all postponements and/or 
dates that have been pushed back.
Finally, let’s keep in touch. It’s important to help 
our students find a deeper joy in music during these 
challenging times. Do not be afraid to ask questions 
of  our board members or committee chairs. Reach 
out to one another; we are all in this together. I wish 
to each of  you, continued musical outreach, time for 
family and reflection, happiness and most of  all, safety  
and health.

IMTA Information Editor

Cyndie Caruth, NCTM
imtainformation@gmail.com 
imtamagazine@gmail.com
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IMTA Statement of Philosophy

IMTA Statement of Function

IMTA Magazine 

MTNA Founding and Purpose

Membership 
IMTA/MTNA membership year:
July 1 through June 30. 
MTNA National  
membership dues: $81.00 
Active Iowa IMTA dues: $40.00 
MTNA Senior  
70 years or older: $61.25
Iowa Senior dues 65 or older: $15.00 
MTNA Collegiate  
membership dues: $19.00 
Iowa Collegiate Student  
member dues $10.00
Collegiate Membership is open 
to all college music students who 
are also members of  an affiliated 
state association and a collegiate 
chapter if  available. Collegiate 
membership runs October 1 
through September 30. 
A six-month/trial membership is 
offered to individuals meeting 
active membership criteria who 
have never been MTNA members. 
The six-month/trial membership 
runs from January 1 through June 30. 
Contact Us  
Contact a local association president at: 
iamta.org/local-associations.php 
and experience valuable meetings and 
networking opportunities.
Please contact MTNA at  
(888) 512-5278 or (513) 421-1420 
for further member information. 

Official Publication of  the  
Iowa Music Teachers Association
Affiliated with The Music  
Teachers National Association
Advertising contact: 
imtaadvertising@gmail.com
Submit articles and photos to: 
imtainformation@gmail.com

The Iowa Music Teachers Association, reflecting the tradition of  Music Teachers National 
Association, is dedicated to a practical role of  artistic service in our society. Through activities 
involving students, merchants and patrons as well as music teachers, the Iowa Music Teachers 
Association promotes professional standards in music and fulfills its dedication to cultural 
leadership. To explore the Iowa Music Teachers Association online, visit www.iamta.org.

The function of  The Iowa Music Teachers is to reflect the philosophy of  the Iowa Music 
Teachers Association; to serve as a vehicle of  communication for its members to their state 
officers, expressing their attitudes and needs; to inform the subscribers and membership of  
events and ideas; to report musical activity in the state; and to stimulate and encourage active 
interest participation, and support for the Iowa Music Teachers Association as it maintains its 
role of  leadership in the state of  Iowa. 

The Iowa Music Teachers Association is a non-profit organization. Magazine subscriptions are 
mailed automatically to members. Non-member subscriptions are $25.00 per year to include 
three issues of  The Iowa Music Teacher magazine and one newsletter. Single copies are $8.00; 
sample copies furnished to prospective members without charge. The Iowa Music Teachers 
is not a registered copyright publication. Members have permission to reprint anything 
contained herein unless there is a specific notice of  copyright appended to the article or 
portion of  an article. For further information concerning the magazine, request information at  
imtainformation@gmail.com.

In 1876, Theodore Presser and 62 of  his colleagues founded Music Teachers National 
Association with the purpose of  advancing the value of  music study and music making to 
society while supporting the careers and professionalism of  music teachers. Today with more 
than 20,000 members, MTNA is a vibrant and powerful professional alliance with members 
reaping the rewards of  collaboration, continuity and connection throughout the lifetime of  
their music teaching careers. MTNA/IMTA Active Membership is available to any individual 
professionally engaged in a music activity who is also a member of  an affiliated state association. 
Active members enjoy all benefits of  membership and are entitled to participate in all MTNA 
activities, vote and hold office. 
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| IMTA PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE |

Linda Benson
imtapresident@gmail.com

IMTA President

ast September I attended the annual 
MTNA Summit of  state presidents in 
Cincinnati. It was my second Summit, as 

IMTA generously (and wisely!) has provided 
for the President-Elect to attend, with the 
President, in the second year of  his or her 
term. Let me tell you, Cyndie Caruth knows 
everyone! It was eye opening, invigorating, 
exciting and just plain fun to meet these fine 
musicians from around the country. Attending 
sessions together was interesting, but learning 
from each other in round table discussions and 
sharing casual conversation over coffee or a 
meal with other attendees are what make this 
event truly unique as well as educational.
Scott McBride Smith is the immediate past-
president of  MTNA and he joined our West 
Central Divisional round table to hear our 
concerns and offer his insight. After the Summit 
he sent a personal email expressing his support 
and encouragement to me, referencing a brief  
conversation we had. Neat, huh? I would like 
to share a “Dear Reader” article he wrote for 
the 2017 August-September issue of  American 
Music Teacher with you that is an example of  
an MTNA program available to all IMTA 
members, no matter where we live or how large 
or small our studio may be.

“MTNA is an organization “for all seasons.” 
We sponsor performances featuring world-
famous artists – and small children playing in 
public for the first time; meetings where teacher 
at the beginning of  their careers can interact 
with renowned experts; and events where the 
study and practice of  music changes the lives of  
all who participate. In every state in the U. S., 
musical events happen that wouldn’t exist without 
MTNA.  
“It’s my view that MTNA is at a transitional 
- and transformative - moment. Our task is to 
maintain our unique traditional values, while 
adapting to a changing world in which technology 
has put musical experience in a whole new context.
“How will we do this? One of  MTNA’s newest 

programs, the MTNA eFestival, is a great 
example. Our state and local affiliates have 
been sponsoring live festivals for many years, and 
their educational value is well-established: they 
provide performance opportunities, critiques from 
qualified judges and a chance to try new pieces.
“The MTNA eFestival removes obstacles of  
travel and schedule conflicts. The students young 
or old, novice or experienced – it doesn’t matter, all 
are eligible) uploads a video of  up to 15 minutes, 
solo repertoire of  any level. The recording can 
be made on a tablet, cell phone or video camera: 
the only requirement is that the sound is clear. 
Participants will receive a critique via e-mail 
approximately one month after submission.
“For all seasons” is a good program description: 
your students can enter at any time. For more 
information, write to mtnaefestival@mtna.org.”

Well said, Scott McBride Smith. Does this 
sound like something that interests you and 
your students? Check it out!

It is with great sadness 
that I must announce 
that the 2020 IMTA 
State Conference 
planned for June 7-9, 
2020 at UNI is canceled 
because of concerns with 
COVID-19.  The health 
and safety of all of us 
is our priority during 
this unprecedented 
time. The conference 
committee is moving 
forward to preserve the 
fine program of events 
and artists planned for 
this year and present it 
in 2021.

MTNA IS AN ORGANIZATION  
FOR ALL SEASONS

L
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Summer Iowa Music Teacher Magazine Deadline: May 23, 2020
Submit materials to imtamagazine@gmail.com

Keyboard Kapers
April 25, 2020
St. Olaf  Lutheran Church, Ft. Dodge, IA
Contact Linda Benson for details.
lindabenson@wccta.net
515-351-9910

IMTA/MTNA and Local  
Dues Deadline 
July 1, 2020
Online and mail payment available

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

NAMTA 2020 Pedagogy Workshop 
Saturday, July 11, 2020
Wartburg College in Waverly, IA
See registration in this issue.

Events will be updated on the IMTA scrolling announcements at iamta.org concerning possible cancellations due to coronavirus.
Please check with chairs concerning all future events.

KEYBOARD 
CAMPS
Summer 2020

This event has evolved from a suggestion 
by one of  our members several years ago 
to add a ‘for fun’ activity to our schedule. It 
has truly become a favorite with students, 
parents and teachers. Various rooms in 
the building are set up to accommodate 
solos, duets, theory games, scales, and 
recently Star Performers at the Steinway! 
It is definitely a carnival atmosphere as the 
students move from room to room with 
their families in tow. An added plus is that 
this event can be open to teachers from 
other locals, or non-member teachers to 
participate with their students, or to come, 
observe, and get acquainted. Students can 

Fort Dodge Area Music Teachers is planning 

KEYBOARD KAPERS 
Saturday, April 25

in Fort Dodge at St. Olaf Lutheran Church

choose the number of  events to sign up 
for, and receive a ribbon for each event 
completed. The games room is a bustle - 
parents often join in playing (being taught 
by their child, if  necessary). We staff  each 
room with a member teacher or two to give 
and write positive comments, and a helpful 
suggestion, then send them on their way 
with their ribbon, and the event signed off  
on their envelope. Consider joining us!

Contact chair, Linda Benson  
for details. 
lindabenson@wccta.net 
515-351-9910

University of Iowa  
Keyboard Camp 
June 14-19, 2020 
musicsimpson.wixsite.com/ 
jazzcamp

Simpson Jazz Camp 
June 14-19, 2020 
Contact  
Dr. Alan Huckleberry,  
alan-huckleberry@uiowa.edu

Grand View  
Youth Piano Camp 
June 21-26, 2020 
Contact Elise Davidson,  
edavidson@grandview.edu

Wartburg College  
Advanced  
Piano Camp 
June 22-27, 2020 
Contact Dr. Ted Reuter   
ted.reuter@wartburg.edu

St. Ambrose  
University Camp 
June 22-26, 2020 
www.sau.edu/piano-camp

Wartburg  
Meistersinger  
Keyboard Camp 
July 26-29, 2020 
Contact  
Dr. Suzanne Torkelson   
suzanne.torkelson@wartburg.edu 
www.wartburg.edu/camps
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MUSIC AT AUGUSTANA
Pianist Dr. Juliana Han joins the faculty of Augustana College in Rock 
Island, Ill., as Assistant Professor of Music in the areas of piano and  
musicianship. A concert pianist and active chamber musician who has  
performed in noted venues across the world, Dr. Han received her D.M.A.  
and M.M. in Collaborative Piano from The Juilliard School after a diverse 
career and degrees from both Harvard College and Harvard Law School. 

For more information on music degrees, areas of study, scholarship audition dates, and 
scheduling a campus tour, please visit: www.augustana.edu
Music scholarships – $1,000-$4,000 annually for students of any major
Carl B. Nelson Music Education Bonus Scholarship – $500 additional scholarships annually 
for students majoring in music education
Augie Choice – $2,000 to support hands-on learning, such as international study, research 
or an internship. 

Augustana College Department of Music 
639 38th Street, Rock Island, IL 61201-2296
800-798-8100 x7233
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| IMTA FESTIVALS & SCHOLARSHIP NEWS |

Lissa Pohlman
imtafestivals@gmail.com

IMTA State Festival Chair

he IMTA Piano Festival season flew by 
fast this school year, spanning November 
through January. The online registration 

procedures were as easy as I remembered. I 
hardly heard from any Festival chairpersons 
who had a problem to solve. Scheduling was 
easy and the weather cooperated all around.

All festival chairs should be acknowledged 
for the time and energy spent to organize 
their festivals and to provide a valuable 
learning experience for these piano students. 
Whether you use the festival as a preparation 
for Auditions or as simply a performance 
opportunity, it is a necessary step in training 

our young musicians. Applause also to all the 
judges!

Festival Chairs, please firm up your Festival 
dates as soon as possible. If  you are new to 
Festivals, please contact me and I can match 
you up with one or we can start your own 
Piano Festival!

Looking forward to the 2020-21 school year, 
I am gathering information for all future 
Festivals, locations, dates and chairpersons. 
Here is what I have so far:

T

IMTA FESTIVAL DATES & CONTACTS
Center 2020-2021 Chair Festival Date Center Email

Cedar Falls/UNI Rebecca Nickles TBD imtacffestival@gmail.com
Cedar Rapids Lensing/Barnett TBD imtacrfestival@gmail.com
Des Moines Suburbs Irina Kaplan 12/05/20 imtadmsfestival@gmail.com
Dubuque Leslie Appleby 11/TBD/20 imtadubfestival@gmai.com
Forest City Melissa Phillips 01/TBD/21 imtafcfestival@gmail.com
Indianola Daniel Goodrich TBD imtaindfestival@gmail.com
Iowa City/Coralville Nancy Cree 11/15/20 imtaiccfestival@gmail.com
Lytton Deb Ausborn TBD imtalytfestival@gmail.com
Mason City/NIACC Lissa Pohlman 12/TBD/20 imtamcfestival@gmail.com
Osceola Rachel McCoy 12/05/20 imtaoscfestival@gmail.com
Quad Cities Charlie Schmidt TBD imtaqcfestival@gmail.com

n an effort to increase IMTA’s annual 
Scholarship participation, we have made 
some changes to both the amount of  

funds available and how it is awarded. This 
year, we will have a potential pool of  $4000 to 
award our winners. The awarding process has 
also changed. Rather than asking the judge to 
arbitrarily award whatever funds are available 
to however many seniors participate, as we 
have done for many years, this year the judge 
will choose a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winner. 

The awards for these three places will be as 

follows: 1st place: $2000, 2nd place: $1250 
and 3rd place: $750. Cyndie Caruth, IMTA 
Immediate past president, Carroll Caruth, 
IMTA treasurer and I discussed these 
changes at length and it was determined we 
test this format for 2019. It is our hope that 
these larger, fixed awards will inspire more 
teachers to encourage their talented seniors 
to audition. A reminder, the student need not 
attend an Iowa school and may declare music 
as their major or minor. An online application 
and guidelines will be available at iamta.org. 
Deadline date for applications is Saturday, 
May 16.

If  anyone has questions concerning these 
changes, please contact me.

CHANGES COMING TO SCHOLARSHIP AUDITIONS

Dr. Ted Reuter
imtascholarship@gmail.com

IMTA Scholarship Chair

I

Under the complications of  Covid-19, 
please watch the iamta.org. website for 
announcements concerning scholarships 
or, as always, contact Dr. Ted Reuter.
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held December 7, 2019 at New Horizons Presbyterian Church
Chair: Berneil Hanson, Co-Chair: Julie Bond 
Adjudicators: Maria Jacobsen, NCTM, Jerri Niver, NCTM

Council Bluffs

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Owen Bergman (Hanson) 
Winner: John Koch (Hanson) 
1st Alternate: Shayna Herold (Peterson) 
2nd Alternate: Oliver Griner (Peterson) 
Honorable Mention: Eva Cooper (Sutter) 
Level B
Winner: Aaron Adkins (Bond) 
1st Alternate: Braydon Fujan (Schoen) 
Honorable Mention: Dylan Dreyer (Hanson)
Level C
Winner: Maria Fix (Schoen) 
1st Alternate: Jonathan Rosas (Hanson) 
Honorable Mention: Ethan Bryson (Ascherl) 
Honorable Mention: Ava Jensen (Hanson) 
Honorable Mention: Ashlin McCollough (Bond)

LEVEL B: 
96% Aaron Adkins (Bond)
96% Braydon Fujan (Schoen)
LEVEL C: 
94% Jonathan Rosas (Hanson)
90% Mayer Buchanan (Peterson)
90% Maria Fix (Schoen)
90% Ashlin McCollough (Bond)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level D 
Winner: Dawson Dynek (Schoen) 
1st Alternate: Harbour Buchanan (Peterson)  
Honorable Mention: Lily Jensen (Hanson) 
Level E
Winner: Thomas Koch (Hanson) 
1st Alternate: Katie Ramos (Sutter) 
Honorable Mention: Ethan Riegsecker (Schoen) 
Level F
Winner: Madeline Koch (Hanson) 

LEVEL D: 
96% Harbour Buchanan (Peterson)
90% Lily Jensen (Hanson)
LEVEL E: 
92% Thomas Koch (Hanson)
92% Ethan Riegsecker (Schoen)
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| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held December 14, 2019 at Grand View University 
Chair: Cyndie Caruth, NCTM Co-Chair: Dr. Nicholas Roth
Adjudicators: Amber Riggenbach, Dr.Melinda Westphalen

Des Moines/Ankeny 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Aiden Feldmann (Caruth) 
Winner: Tillie Rongerude (Caruth) 
1st Alternate: Anni Wang (Caruth) 
2nd Alternate: Chris Li (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Cecelia Cotran (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Joanna Foo (Hudson) 
Honorable Mention: Lisa Lu (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Annelise Smart (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Aiden Zhang (Caruth) 
Level B
Winner: Vincent Cotran (Caruth) 
Winner: Duy Xuan Ha Duong (Caruth) 
1st Alternate: Lili Ling (Caruth) 
2nd Alternate: Leaf  Chen (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Isabelle Ryan (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Vivian Zhang (Caruth) 
Level C
Winner: Gwenyth Franczyk (Caruth) 
Winner: Randy Li (Caruth) 
1st Alternate: Hannah Cotran (Caruth) 

Level A 
100% Chris Li (Caruth)
100% Alex Ren (Hudson)
98% Aiden Feldmann (Caruth)
98% Tillie Rongerude (Caruth)
96% Evan Cheng (Hudson)
96% Anni Wang (Caruth)
94% Veronica Quinn (Caruth)
94% Annelise Smart (Caruth)
90% Cecelia Cotran (Caruth)
90% Joanna Foo (Hudson)
Level B
100% Leaf  Chen (Caruth)
98% Duy Xuan Ha Duong (Caruth)
98% Vivian Zhang (Caruth)

2nd Alternate: Becca Zhang (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Ellen Eichstedt (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: James Foo (Hudson) 
Level D 
Winner: Zoe Zhang (Caruth) 
Alternate: Jerry Peng (Hudson) 
Honorable Mention: Taylor Leeds (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Kanoa Lin (Hudson) 
Level E
Winner: Duy Xuan Duc Duong (Caruth) 
Winner: Anna Lu (Caruth) 
1st Alternate: Annie Pool (Roth) 
2nd Alternate: Dan Chen (Roth) 
Honorable Mention: Sarah Eichstedt (Caruth) 
Honorable Mention: Olivia Petsche (Hudson) 
Level F
Winner: Chloe Liang (Caruth) 
Alternate: Anthea Cheng (Hudson) 

94% Nathaniel Grannes (Hudson)
94% Ben Liu (Caruth)
92% Isabelle Ryan (Caruth)
92% David Shi (Hudson)
90% Vincent Cotran (Caruth)
90% Lili Ling (Caruth) 
Level C
96% Cate Bright (Hudson)
94% Ellen Eichstedt (Caruth)
92% Hannah Cotran (Caruth)
92% James Foo (Hudson)
92% Gwenyth Franczyk (Caruth)
92% Randy Li (Caruth) 

Level D 
92% Zoe Zhang (Caruth)
90% Lulu Rongerude (Caruth)
Level E
100% Sebastian Grannes (Caruth)
94% Duy Xuan Duc Duong (Caruth)
90% Anna Lu (Caruth)
90% Olivia Petsche (Hudson)
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Level A 
94% Kaitlyn Weaver (Lauritsen)
Level B
98% Tristan Rulli (Schroeder)
96% Laura Streck (Schliesman)
94% Aaron Beacom (Schliesman)
94% Kaden Li (Schroeder)
92% Alexandra Kosokina (Jarrell)
92% Asher Palagummi (LaFleur)
90% Ashley Zhu (Schroeder) 
Level C
98% Shea Johnson (Corbett)
96% Beverly Zheng (Hintz)
94% Emma Larchar (Smith)

94% Marcus Truong (Hintz)
94% Vrishank Vennapusa (Jarrell)
92% Isabelle Turner (Kaplan)
90% Dylan Downey (Dorin)
Level D 
98% Zoe Podlich (Schroeder)
96% Meredith Heggen (Schroeder)
90% Kevin Chow (Kaplan)
90% Andrew Zhang (Torkelson)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 18, 2020 at Grand View University
Chair: Galina Jarrell 
Adjudicators: Paula Forest, Doris Swanson, NCTM

Des Moines Suburbs

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Nathan Robilliard (Davidson) 
Alternate: Ketziah Wittenberg (Kuyper) 
Honorable Mention: Nolan Crockett (Bryan) 
Honorable Mention: Ben Kline (McFadden) 
Level B
Winner: Bella De Haan (Kuyper) 
Winner: Kaden Li (Schroeder) 
1st Alternate: Ashley Zhu (Schroeder) 
2nd Alternate: Tristan Rulli (Schroeder) 
Honorable Mention: Alexandra Kosokina (Jarrell) 
Honorable Mention: Asher Palagummi (LaFleur) 
Honorable Mention: Lisa Zhang (Torkelson) 
Level C
Winner: Linda Lu (Schroeder) 
Winner: Vrishank Vennapusa (Jarrell) 
1st Alternate: Marcus Truong (Hintz) 
2nd Alternate: Emma Larchar (Smith) 

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Honorable Mention: Shea Johnson (Corbett) 
Honorable Mention: Jayden Kline (McFadden) 
Honorable Mention: Isabelle Turner (Kaplan) 
Honorable Mention: Avry Vande Kamp (Rubenking) 
Honorable Mention: Rebekah Wittenberg (Kuyper) 
Honorable Mention: Beverly Zheng (Hintz) 
Level D 
Winner: Meredith Heggen (Schroeder) 
Alternate: Zoe Podlich (Schroeder) 
Honorable Mention: Kevin Chow (Kaplan) 
Honorable Mention: Michael Moretti (Davidson) 
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Held January 18, 2020 at Coe College 
Chair: Patty Leier, Co-Chair: Amy Linville
Adjudicators: Mei-Hsuan Huang, Dr. Charles Schmidt, Dr. Marian Lee

Cedar Rapids 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Courtlyn Morrissey (Linville) 
Winner: Renae Rundle (Leier) 
1st Alternate: Sam Banaszek (Riggenbach) 
2nd Alternate: Olivia Riggenbach (Westphalen) 
Honorable Mention: Will Baumann (Chenoweth) 
Honorable Mention: Aaron Bunjer (Leier) 
Honorable Mention: Eleanor Guerra (Guerra) 
Honorable Mention: Elias Marshall (Chenoweth) 
Honorable Mention: Avery Messenger (Chenoweth)  
Level B
Winner: Christopher Kang (Linville) 
Winner: James Zhao (Riggenbach) 
1st Alternate: Everett Sams (Linville) 
2nd Alternate: Kian Carter (Chenoweth) 
Honorable Mention: Ben Kautz (Bunjer) 
Honorable Mention: Maya Lindwall (Linville) 
Honorable Mention: Brevyn Morrissey (Linville) 
Honorable Mention: Abby Wilcox (Riggenbach) 
Level C
Winner: Anna Kuefler (Leier) 
1st Alternate: Grace Luo (Westphalen) 

Level A 
98% Elias Marshall (Chenoweth)
92% Eleanor Guerra (Guerra)
92% Avery Messenger (Chenoweth)
92% Hayley Morris (Chenoweth)
92% Courtlyn Morrissey (Linville)
92% Renae Rundle (Leier)
Level B
98% Sawyer Greiner (Greiner)
98% Ben Kautz (Bunjer)
98% Everett Sams (Linville)
98% Abby Wilcox (Riggenbach)
96% Brevyn Morrissey (Linville)
94% Kian Carter (Chenoweth)

Honorable Mention: Olivia Coates (Bunjer) 
Honorable Mention: Brian Li (Riggenbach) 
Honorable Mention: Caden Messenger (Chenoweth) 
Honorable Mention: Mya Messenger (Chenoweth) 
Level D 
Winner: Jayce Hingtgen (Westphalen) 
1st Alternate: Acacia Coates (Bunjer) 
Honorable Mention: Aadarsh Kumar (Leier) 
Honorable Mention: Graedyn Morrissey (Linville) 
Honorable Mention: Marcelle Strait (Linville) 
Honorable Mention: Melissa Wang (Westphalen) 
Level E
Winner: Allie Schumacher (Andrews) 
1st Alternate: Vivian Shanley (Westphalen) 
Honorable Mention: Eliza Kautz (Bunjer) 
Honorable Mention: Joslynn Ovel (Riggenbach) 
Honorable Mention: Katherine Skoumal (Leier) 
Level F
Winner: Paul Scanlon (Getz) 
1st Alternate: Madeline Fox (Westphalen) 

94% John Paul Kuefler (Leier)
92% Nicholas Lowe (Leier)
90% James Zhao (Riggenbach)
Level C
98% Grace Luo (Westphalen)
94% Olivia Coates (Bunjer)
94% Caden Messenger (Chenoweth)
92% Anna Kuefler (Leier)
92% Mya Messenger (Chenoweth)
92% Evan Shanley (Westphalen)
92% Michael Worden (Brewer)
90% Greta Kautz (Bunjer)

Level D 
98% Jayce Hingtgen (Westphalen)
96% Aadarsh Kumar (Leier)
96% Melissa Wang (Westphalen)
94% Acacia Coates (Bunjer)
92% Graedyn Morrissey (Linville)
Level E
100% Allie Schumacher (Andrews)
98% Eliza Kautz (Bunjer)
98% Vivian Shanley (Westphalen)
96% Subhika Rao (Bell)
Level F
100% Paul Scanlon (Getz)
94% Madeline Fox (Westphalen)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |
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THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A 
90% Miles Edwards (Hinkeldey)

Held January 25, 2020
Chair: Jeanette Hinkeldey 
Adjudicators: Marilee Kleespies, Suzanne Winterhof

SLAMTA (STORM LAKE)

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Elliot Hamilton (Kleespies)   
Level D 
Winner: Hannah Koehler (Grossman) 
Alternate: Renae Callaghan (Grossman) 

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Level E
100% Josiah Vos (Grossman)

Held January 25, 2020 at Iowa State University 
Chair: Larisa Kanevsky
Adjudicators: Dr. Charles Schmidt, Dr. Marian Lee, Cyndie Caruth, NCTM, 
Tim LaFleur

Ames 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A1 
Winner: Lucas Du (Kanevski) 
Winner: Amelia Luo (Liao) 
1st Alternate: Drake Wang (Liao) 
2nd Alternate: Vitalina Zwingelberg (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: William Glasnapp (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Jennifer Ji (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Grace Li (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: James Remes (Liao)  
Level A2
Winner: Masha Kovnir (Kanevski) 
Winner: Jumuyao Wu (Lin) 
1st Alternate: Emma Ke (Liao) 
2nd Alternate: Chloe Lu (Liao) 

Honorable Mention: Daniel Carlson (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Isaac Wang (Kanevski)  
Level B
Winner: Natalie Westort (Kanevski) 
Winner: Alyssa Zheng (Kanevski) 
1st Alternate: Claire Lu (Liao) 
2nd Alternate: Joy Zhang (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Ethan Wang (Wong) 
Honorable Mention: Harry Wang (Wong) 
Honorable Mention: Joshua Wo (Lin) 
Level C1 
Winner: Raylene Chen (Liao) 
Winner: Vienna Rossmanith (Kanevski) 
1st Alternate: Leanna Kim (Kanevski) 

Level E 
Winner: Josiah Vos (Grossman) 
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UPCOMING EVENTS

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC CAMP
Sunday, June 7 - Thursday, June 11

CONVERSATIONAL SOLFEGE CERTIFICATION 
LEVELS I AND II

Monday, June 15 - Thursday, June 18

ALL-STATE CLINIC AND VOCAL CAMP
Monday, August 3 - Tuesday, August 4

2020

BE PART OF OUR ELITE

MUSIC TRADITION
BE PART OF OUR ELITE

MUSIC TRADITION

For more information and to register, visit 
central.edu/fine-arts or call 641-628-5236

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

central.edu/scholarships

VISIT CENTRAL
Schedule a visit 

for a fi rst-hand look at why 
so many choose Central.

central.edu/visit
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MEI-HSUAN
HUANG
piano performance

JANCI
BRONSON
piano pedagogy

MIRIAM
ZACH
harpsichord/
organ
 

TIN-SHI
TAM
carillon
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Ames 

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A1 
100% Emma Chen (Liao)
100% William Glasnapp (Liao)
100% Drake Wang (Liao)
98% Jennifer Ji (Liao)
98% Amelia Luo (Liao)
98% Kevin Xiao (Kanevski)
98% Vitalina Zwingelberg (Liao)
94% Lucas Du (Kanevski)
94% Grace Li (Kanevski)
92% James Remes (Liao)
Level A2
100% Daniel Carlson (Kanevski)
100% Masha Kovnir (Kanevski)
98% Apollonia Plastina (Nakatani)
94% Emma Ke (Liao)
94% Isaac Wang (Kanevski)
90% Elliott Coffey (Nakatani)
90% Asher Reuel (Nakatani)
Level B
100% Claire Lu (Liao)
100% Anneka Singh (Kanevski)
98% Chloe Lee (Forrest)
98% Joy Zhang (Kanevski)
96% Qimeng Li (Forrest)
94% Alyssa Zheng (Kanevski)
92% Mira Starobin (Forrest)
90% Joshua Wo (Lin)

Level C1 
100% Raylene Chen (Liao)
100% Lynda Sun (Liao)
94% Jinwei Chen (Liao)
94% Sophia Kyveryga (Kanevski)
94% Vienna Rossmanith (Kanevski)
94% Claire Wang (Wong)
94% Sherry Wang (Wong)
94% James Xing (Kanevski)
92% Taylor Dolezal (Devlin)
90% Micky Wu (Wong)
Level C2
100% Nathan Lee (Forrest)
100% Gretchen Mizerak (Bronson)
92% Maia Westort (Kanevski)
90% Grace Wu (Forrest)
Level D1
100% Siray Zhu (Wong)
94% Adam Zhu (Kanevski)
92% Amaya Dassanayake (Kanevski)
92% Tiffany Fang (Forrest)
Level D2
98% Amelia Gogerty (DeVries)
96% David Dong (Liao)
96% Mengze Li (Forrest)
92% Jiewen Luo (Lin)
90% Chloe Berns-Schweingruber 
(Nakatani)

90% Akshay Sarda (Forrest)
Level E
100% Nikolay Silkin (Kanevski)
100% Steven Tian (Forrest)
100% Devon Tsia-Olson (Kanevski)
98% Lizzie Deng (Kanevski)
96% Laura Chen (Kanevski)
96% Lindy Chen (Liao)
94% Raychie Chen (Liao)
92% Katie Gu (Forrest)
92% Henry Tang (Kanevski)
90% Claire Smith (Kanevski)
Level F
100% Helen Mao (Kanevski)
98% Lydia Berns-Schweingruber 
(Nakatani)
96% Lucy Gannon (Kanevski)
94% Lawrence Deng (Kanevski)
92% Eddie Wei (Kanevski)
90% Yuer Zhu (Kanevski)

2nd Alternate: Sarah Yao (Wong) 
Honorable Mention: Sophia Kyveryga (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Lynda Sun (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Sherry Wang (Wong) 
Honorable Mention: Micky Wu (Wong) 
Level C2
Winner: Gretchen Mizerak (Bronson) 
Alternate: Maia Westort (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Brayden DeVries (DeVries) 
Honorable Mention: Sevilin Gul (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Nathan Lee (Forrest) 
Honorable Mention: Grace Wu (Forrest)
Level D1 
Winner: Amaya Dassanayake (Kanevski) 
Alternate: Emma Zheng (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Minerva Cao (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Fyona Shi (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Siray Zhu (Wong)
Level D2
Winner: David Dong (Liao) 

Alternate: Jiewen Luo (Lin) 
Honorable Mention: Mengze Li (Forrest) 
Level E
Winner: Lizzie Deng (Kanevski) 
Winner: Devon Tsia-Olson (Kanevski) 
1st Alternate: Laura Chen (Kanevski) 
2nd Alternate: Lindy Chen (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Raychie Chen (Liao) 
Honorable Mention: Nikolay Silkin (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Claire Smith (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Steven Tian (Forrest) 
Level F 
Winner: Lucy Gannon (Kanevski) 
Winner: Ashley Xu (Huang) 
1st Alternate: Helen Mao (Kanevski) 
2nd Alternate: Tanya Fan (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Lawrence Deng (Kanevski) 
Honorable Mention: Eddie Wei (Kanevski) 

| COMPETITION RESULTS |
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Held February 1, 2020 at Graceland College 
Chair: Chair: Daniel Goodrich, Co-Chair: Sarah Robinson
Adjudicator: Tim LaFleur

LAMONI/OSCEOLA 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Aiden Nguyen (Goodrich) 
Alternate: Micah Hugill (Goodrich) 
Honorable Mention: Eden Whitson (Robinson)  
Level B
Winner: Iliana Ruiz (Robinson) 
Alternate: Camryn Overton (Robinson) 
Honorable Mention: David Dee (Goodrich) 
Honorable Mention: Rachel Dee (Goodrich) 
Honorable Mention: Sophia Roos (Robinson)  

Level B
98% David Dee (Goodrich)
98% Camryn Overton (Robinson)

Level C
Winner: Elaina Labertew (Robinson) 
Alternate: Dawson Konrad (Robinson) 
Honorable Mention: Luke Miller (Robinson) 
Honorable Mention: Michael Neely (Robinson) 
Level D 
Winner: Cecilia McDonald (Robinson) 
Alternate: Abby Neely (Robinson) 
Honorable Mention: Anna Roos (Robinson) 
Level E
Winner: Taylor Bowers (Selby)

Level C
96% Elaina Labertew (Robinson)
90% Luke Miller (Robinson)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held January 25, 2020 at Wartburg College
Chair: Pat Reuter Riddle 
Adjudicators: Dr. Alan Huckleberry, Dr. Melinda Westphalen

NAMTA

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Delia Morgan (Riddle) 
Alternate: Kael Schmitt (Boyle)
Level B
Winner: Kevin Du (Torkelson) 
Alternate: Mason Li (Torkelson) 
Honorable Mention: Tommy Aguilar (Barry) 
Honorable Mention: Miguel Maldonado (Braaten-Reuter) 
Honorable Mention: August Treinen (Boyle) 
Level C
Winner: Ethan Boyle (Torkelson) 
Alternate: Helen Peng (Torkelson) 

Honorable Mention: Mikayla Hiner (Martin) 
Honorable Mention: Emily Lorenzen (Reuter) 
Honorable Mention: Katherine Stanish (Riddle) 
Level D 
Winner: James Peng (Torkelson) 
Alternate: Britain Atkins (Torkelson) 
Honorable Mention: Joel Herring (Riddle) 
Honorable Mention: Cedric Liu (Torkelson) 
Level E 
Winner: Dino Vallem (Reuter) 
Alternate: Ian Lewis (Reuter) 
Honorable Mention: Kunyu (Kimi) Du (Torkelson) 
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THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
98% Samantha Clouse (Kuns)
98% Jayla Cooley (Pohlman)
94% Elena O’Keefe (Morris)
92% Aubrey Lingbeek (Grecian-Bransky)
92% Savannah McInroy (Kuns)
Level B
92% Leah Gerrietts (Pohlman)

Level A 
100% Delia Morgan (Riddle)
92% Kael Schmitt (Boyle)
Level B
100% Kevin Du (Torkelson)
100% August Treinen (Boyle)
98% Mason Li (Torkelson)
96% Tommy Aguilar (Barry)
94% Allison Smalley (Riddle)
92% Miguel Maldonado (Braaten-Reuter)

90% Arman Nikoueiha (Dieterichs)
Level C
96% Mazie Marquis (Bartz)
96% Jameson Mayhew (Hoffman)
96% Emilie Weaver (Phillips)
92% Ishnoor Kaur (Pohlman)
90% Lindsay Clouse (Kuns)
90% Blake Hoeft (Hoffman)

92% Maggie VerDught (Barry)
Level C
96% Emily Lorenzen (Reuter)
90% Helen Peng (Torkelson)
Level D 
98% Britain Atkins (Torkelson)
98% Elizabeth Stanish (Riddle)
94% Joel Herring (Riddle)
94% Jessica Treinen (Boyle)
92% Cedric Liu (Torkelson)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Held February 1, 2020 at NIACC
Chair: Gail Morris 
Adjudicators: Sue Hudson, NCTM, Dr. Nicholas Roth

MASON CITY

NAMTA

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Samantha Clouse (Kuns) 
Winner: Aubrey Lingbeek (Grecian-Bransky) 
1st Alternate: Jayla Cooley (Pohlman) 
2nd Alternate: Elena O’Keefe (Morris) 
Honorable Mention: Harlyn Conway (Haacke) 
Honorable Mention: Jay Lingbeek (Grecian-Bransky) 
Honorable Mention: Savannah McInroy (Kuns) 
Level B
Winner: Elias Carlsson (Allison) 
Alternate: Claire Weaver (Phillips) 

Honorable Mention: Cooper Ketelsen (Grecian-Bransky) 
Honorable Mention: Arman Nikoueiha (Dieterichs) 
Level C
Winner: Angel Jiang (Allison) 
Winner: Owen Smith (Dieterichs) 
Alternate: Ishnoor Kaur (Pohlman) 
Level D 
Winner: Elisabeth Carlsson (Allison) 
Alternate: Jackson Clouse (Phillips) 
Level E 
Honorable Mention: Justin Heyer (Hoffman) 

90% Gavin Mueller (Morris)
90% Finley Nyhus (Pohlman)
Level D 
98% Maggie Gerrietts (Pohlman)
92% Elisabeth Carlsson (Allison)
Level E 
96% Justin Heyer (Hoffman)

AUDITIONS RESULTS
Honorable Mention: Phoebe Thrall (Torkelson)
Level F 
Winner: Preston Atkins (Torkelson) 

Alternate: Katherine Frantsen (Reuter) 

90% Summer Lim (Torkelson)
Level E 
98% Ian Lewis (Reuter)
98% Phoebe Thrall (Torkelson)
90% Kunyu (Kimi) Du (Torkelson)
90% Chaylie Lippert (Reuter)
Level E 
98% Preston Atkins (Torkelson)
94% Katherine Frantsen (Reuter)
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Held February 1, 2020 at Fort Dodge, St. Olaf Lutheran Church 
Chair: Tiffany Mayall
Adjudicators: Suzanne Winterhof, Bruce Perry

FORT DODGE/HUMBOLDT 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A 
96% Logan Binkley (Benson)
96% Hayun Park (Chen)
92% Yulah Kim (Chen)
92% Adeline Schleisman (Ausborn)
Level B
100% Wooin Kim (Chen)
96% Aidan Russell (Chen)
96% Joel Schroeder (Benson)
94% Taylor Willardson (Benson)
92% Madelyn Farley (Benson)
Level C
98% Jordan Kahl (Naeve)
96% Carter Anderson (Chen)

96% Hongah Kim (Chen)
96% Sydney Oswald (Vande Zande)
92% Lacey Larson (Altemeier)
92% Luke Royster (Vande Zande)
90% Ava Binkley (Benson)
Level D 
92% Jayden Gardipee (Benson)
90% Carly Appel (Vande Zande)
Level F
96% Nathan Rethwisch (Altemeier)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Level A 
Winner: Yulah Kim (Chen) 
1st Alternate: Adeline Schleisman (Ausborn) 
Honorable Mention: Nick Utley (Altemeier)   
Level B
Winner: Madelyn Farley (Benson) 
1st Alternate: Wooin Kim (Chen) 
Honorable Mention: Maxwell Manternach (Ausborn)
Level C
Winner: Sydney Oswald (Vande Zande) 
1st Alternate: Hongah Kim (Chen) 
Honorable Mention: Carter Anderson (Chen) 
Honorable Mention: Jordan Kahl (Naeve) 

Level D 
Winner: Elizabeth Greenfield (Naeve) 
1st Alternate: Jayden Gardipee (Benson) 
Honorable Mention: John Sorenson (Goetsch)
Level E
Winner: Mary Greenfield (Naeve) 
1st Alternate: Clay Willadsen (Vande Zande) 
Honorable Mention: Ethan Long (Benson)
Level D 
Winner: Nathan Rethwisch (Altemeier)
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Held February 1, 2020 at St. Ambrose College 
Chair: Roberta Quist
Adjudicators: Dr. Melinda Westphalen, Aura Strohschein, Amber Riggenbach, 
Dr. Charles Schmidt

QCMTA QUAD CITIES 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Jamison Gilbert (Basham) 
1st Alternate: Paige McMann (Quist) 
Honorable Mention: Jovin Binto (Allebach) 
Honorable Mention: Hannah Hochgesang (Basham)   
Level B1
Winner: Nathan Nelson (Basham) 
Winner: Madeline O’Malley (Allebach) 
1st Alternate: Sage Carney (Quist) 
2nd Alternate: Zander Panek (Basham) 
Honorable Mention: Owen Blomme (Schmidt) 
Honorable Mention: Anna Churchill (Johansen) 
Honorable Mention: Rowen DeKeyzer (Basham) 
Level B2
Winner: Sarah Foad (Basham) 
Winner: Zach McMann (Quist) 
1st Alternate: Kamran Foad (Basham) 
2nd Alternate: Carter Luszczyk (Basham) 
Honorable Mention: Chase O’Connor (Basham) 
Honorable Mention: Aiden Russell (Kroeger) 
Level C1 
Winner: Martin DeKeyzer (Basham) 
Winner: Achinteya Jayaram (Crumbleholme) 
1st Alternate: Sabrina Richards (Quist) 
2nd Alternate: Carma Chavez (Crumbleholme) 
Honorable Mention: Abigail Farrey (Schmidt) 
Honorable Mention: Jackson Havercamp (Quist) 

Level A 
100% Paige McMann (Quist)
98% Jack Kresowik (Kroeger)
Level B1
98% Sage Carney (Quist)
96% Zander Panek (Basham)
96% Gavin Russell (Kroeger)
92% Macailah Jacobsen (Hudson)
92% Claire Pfeiffer (Basham)
90% Violet Jewell (Quist)

90% Nathan Nelson (Basham)
90% Madeline O’Malley (Allebach)
Level B2
100% Zach McMann (Quist)
100% Grace Rider (Crumbleholme)
98% Whitney Cozad (Basham)
98% Annabelle Pettersen (Quist)
96% Kamran Foad (Basham)
94% Carter Luszczyk (Basham)
94% Chase O’Connor (Basham)

92% Riana Daniels (Crumbleholme)
90% Sarah Foad (Basham)
Level C1 
96% Martin DeKeyzer (Basham)
96% Abigail Farrey (Schmidt)
96% Achinteya Jayaram (Crumbleholme)
94% Sara Johnson (Quist)
92% Sabrina Richards (Quist)
90% Jackson Havercamp (Quist)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Level C2
Winner: Sophia Foad (Basham) 
Winner: Timothy Ku (Lee) 
1st Alternate: Mason Neil (Kroeger) 
2nd Alternate: Eliana Kulig (Basham) 
Honorable Mention: Evan Baker (Basham) 
Honorable Mention: William Davidson (Quist) 
Honorable Mention: Landon Potts (Crumbleholme) 
Honorable Mention: Ben Xing (Quist)
Level D
Winner: Isabelle Conway (Lee) 
Winner: Molly Isaacson (Quist) 
1st Alternate: Calum Sommer (Crumbleholme) 
2nd Alternate: Paige Johnson (Quist) 
Honorable Mention: Julianne Binto (Allebach) 
Honorable Mention: Xin-Yan Chan (Mears) 
Honorable Mention: Linda Phan (Lee) 
Honorable Mention: Keval Wagher (Crumbleholme)
Level E
Winner: Philpher Lin (Lee) 
1st Alternate: Lucas Zaehringer (Sessler) 
Honorable Mention: Alondra Gomez (Crumbleholme) 
Honorable Mention: Tina Olson (Crumbleholme) 
Level F
Winner: Christina Li (Quist) 
1st Alternate: Quentin Fonseca (Lee) 
Honorable Mention: Sarah Eckert (Quist) 
Honorable Mention: Will Rolfstad (Allebach) 
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THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level B
100% Thomas Noonan (Jensen)
92% Randen McManus (Appleby)
Level C
92% Will Houselog (Appleby)
92% Cecilia Wolfe (Jensen)

Level D 
100% Noah Rolwes (Jensen)
98% Alex DeWitt (Jensen)
94% Anna Van Otterloo (Jensen)
Level E 
98% Jonathan Hill (Jensen)

Held February 1, 2020 at Loras College
Chair: Sharon Jensen 
Adjudicators: Dr. Joan Trapp, Dr. Luke Tyler

DUBUQUE

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

Level A 
Winner: Vivian Hoelscher (Appleby) 
1st Alternate: Noel Kim (Jensen) 
Honorable Mention: Lauren Gatto (Appleby)  
Level B
Winner: Randen McManus (Appleby) 
1st Alternate: Thomas Noonan (Jensen) 
Level C
Winner: Will Houselog (Appleby) 
1st Alternate: Lauryn McManus (Appleby) 
Level D 
Winner: Noah Rolwes (Jensen) 

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

1st Alternate: Emma Brennan (Appleby) 
Honorable Mention: Alex DeWitt (Jensen)  
Level E 
Winner: Jonathan Hill (Jensen) 
1st Alternate: Maggie Shin (Huckleberry) 
Honorable Mention: Gabriella Disch (Jensen) 
Honorable Mention: Jacob Noonan (Jensen) 
Level F 
Winner: Nicole Johnson (Jensen) 
1st Alternate: Lydia Shin (Huckleberry) 
Honorable Mention: Ananya Albrecht-Buehler (Huckleberry) 

94% Gabriella Disch (Jensen)
94% Jacob Noonan (Jensen)
92% Maggie Shin (Huckleberry)
Level F 
100% Nicole Johnson (Jensen)
98% Lydia Shin (Huckleberry)

Level C2
100% Mason Neil (Kroeger)
98% William Davidson (Quist)
94% Sophia Foad (Basham)
94% Timothy Ku (Lee)
92% Ben Xing (Quist)
90% Kai Carney (Quist)
90% Addison Licht (Hudson)
90% Landon Potts (Crumbleholme)
Level D
98% Calum Sommer (Crumbleholme)
96% Julianne Binto (Allebach)

96% Paige Johnson (Quist)
94% Isabelle Conway (Lee)
94% Parker Paulson (Basham)
92% Rachel Sorensen (Kroeger)
90% Hannah Beintema (Crumbleholme)
90% Nathan Hummel (Allebach)
90% Anna Marine (Sessler)
Level E
98% Tina Olson (Crumbleholme)
98% Lucas Zaehringer (Sessler)
94% Brian Prussman (Sessler)
92% Philpher Lin (Lee)

92% Anna Senjem (Allebach)
90% Alondra Gomez (Crumbleholme)
Level F
100% Christina Li (Quist)
98% Quentin Fonseca (Lee)
96% Jennifer Mahl (Allebach)
96% Maggie Pope (Johansen)

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
QCMTA QUAD CITIES 
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EXPERIENCE

2020-2021
Audition Dates

FULL- 
TUITION

SCHOLARSHIPS
www.coe.edu/
williston-jones

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19  
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21 

COE COLLEGE MUSIC
1220 First Ave. NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402 

Brett Wolgast, Music Department Chair
bwolgast@coe.edu www.coe.edu/music 

Music at Coe
COMMUNITY 

The personal attention 
of a liberal arts 

education combined 
with the metropolitan 

location of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, provides 

access to unique  
real-world experiences 
and extensive concert, 

internship and  
student-teaching 

opportunities. 

DEPTH  
OF STUDY 

Students can choose 
between professional 

preparation of the 
Bachelor of Music 

degree and the flexibility 
to double major with the 

Bachelor of Arts in  
Music degree. Several 
areas of emphasis also 

are offered. 
 

SHOWCASING YOUR 
TALENT 

Perform as a soloist, in 
chamber music or with 

one of Coe’s diverse 
musical ensembles for 
audiences from Cedar 

Rapids to Nashville, 
Costa Rica to Prague,
Scotland to Shanghai, 

Rome to Venice.  

PERFORMANCE 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Concert Band 
Concert Choir 

Symphony Orchestra 
Chamber Music 

Handbell Ensemble 
Musical Theatre 

Solo Performance 
Record Label 
Jazz Combos 

Community Outreach 
Song Interpretation 

MUSIC 
SCHOLARSHIPS

Auditions for full-tuition 
awards are available 
to music majors, with 

renewable scholarships 
ranging up to $4,000 
open to all students.  

All-State Music 
participants are eligible 
to compete for awards 
up to $5,000 per year. 

LEARN MORE AT  
www.coe.edu/vpa 
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EXPERIENCE

2020-2021
Audition Dates

FULL- 
TUITION

SCHOLARSHIPS
www.coe.edu/
williston-jones

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19  
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21 

COE COLLEGE MUSIC
1220 First Ave. NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402 

Brett Wolgast, Music Department Chair
bwolgast@coe.edu www.coe.edu/music 

Music at Coe
COMMUNITY 

The personal attention 
of a liberal arts 

education combined 
with the metropolitan 

location of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, provides 

access to unique  
real-world experiences 
and extensive concert, 

internship and  
student-teaching 

opportunities. 

DEPTH  
OF STUDY 

Students can choose 
between professional 

preparation of the 
Bachelor of Music 

degree and the flexibility 
to double major with the 

Bachelor of Arts in  
Music degree. Several 
areas of emphasis also 

are offered. 
 

SHOWCASING YOUR 
TALENT 

Perform as a soloist, in 
chamber music or with 

one of Coe’s diverse 
musical ensembles for 
audiences from Cedar 

Rapids to Nashville, 
Costa Rica to Prague,
Scotland to Shanghai, 

Rome to Venice.  

PERFORMANCE 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Concert Band 
Concert Choir 

Symphony Orchestra 
Chamber Music 

Handbell Ensemble 
Musical Theatre 

Solo Performance 
Record Label 
Jazz Combos 

Community Outreach 
Song Interpretation 

MUSIC 
SCHOLARSHIPS

Auditions for full-tuition 
awards are available 
to music majors, with 

renewable scholarships 
ranging up to $4,000 
open to all students.  

All-State Music 
participants are eligible 
to compete for awards 
up to $5,000 per year. 

LEARN MORE AT  
www.coe.edu/vpa 

Held February 1, 2020 at University Of Iowa Voxman Music Building 
Chair: Jason Sifford
Adjudicators: Dr. Ian Moschenross, Elisa Cooper, Julia Andrews, Elise Davidson

ECMTA IOWA CITY 

IMTA DISTRICT PRE-COLLEGE PIANO 
AUDITIONS RESULTS

THEORY HONOR ROLL RESULTS
Level A 
100% Victor Yao (Johnson)
98% Mia Ahn (Chapman)
96% Clark Erdahl (Cree)
96% Kristy Kakizawa (Chapman)
96% Jonathan Rice (Cha)
96% Otto Schimmel (Lee)
Level B1
98% Gabriel Bales (Cha)
98% Mattisen Sirucek (Brummitt)
98% Spencer Wu (Cree)
94% Carolin Feng Liu (Christman)
92% Renee Zhang (Cha)
90% Camille Hayes (Thomas)
Level B2
98% Edith Dawson (Dieker)
98% William Shey (Cree)
96% Mary Joyce (Hoth)

94% Garrett Landau (Henriksen)
94% Momo Shinozaki (Sifford)
94% Theo Williams (Cree)
92% Alice Gooblar-Perovic (Johnson)
Level C1 
100% Tai Chang Caputo (Christman)
94% Abby Guo (Lin Murray)
92% Alma Bhandary-Narayanan 
(Cree)
92% Kodi Moeller (Schiller)
92% Shanza Sami (Michaelson)
90% Nia McCloskey (Cha)
90% Madison Verry (Chapman)
Level C2
94% Abrie Doehling (Hoth)
94% Jozsef  Polyak (Cree)
94% Quinton Tran (Cree)
92% Alex Hoffman (Chapman)

| COMPETITION RESULTS |

Level A 
Winner: Kristy Kakizawa (Chapman) 
Winner: Victor Yao (Johnson) 
1st Alternate: Otto Schimmel (Lee) 
2nd Alternate: Liam Tucker (Cree) 
Honorable Mention: Iuria Fang (Kubota)   
Level B1
Winner: Carolin Feng Liu (Christman) 
Alternate: Renee Zhang (Cha) 
Honorable Mention: Gabriel Bales (Cha) 
Honorable Mention: Serah Song (Lee) 
Level B2
Winner: Serene song (Lee) 
Alternate: Edith Dawson (Dieker) 
Honorable Mention: Alice Gooblar-Perovic (Johnson) 
Honorable Mention: Garrett Landau (Henriksen)  
Level C1 
Winner: Shanza Sami (Michaelson) 
Alternate: Tai Chang Caputo (Christman) 
Honorable Mention: Maya Cheng (Christman) 

Level C2
Winner: Jozsef  Polyak (Cree) 
Alternate: Abrie Doehling (Hoth) 
Honorable Mention: Alex Hoffman (Chapman) 
Honorable Mention: Tommy June Simmons (Cree) 
Level D 
Winner: Brynn McCloskey (Cha) 
Winner: Nicholas Zhang (Cha) 
1st Alternate: Elaine Dai (Lin Murray) 
2nd Alternate: Andrew Chen (Kubota) 
Honorable Mention: Minou Emmad (Jakob) 
Honorable Mention: Delaney Jacobi (Sifford)
Level E 
Winner: Kento Sugiyama (Lin Murray) 
Alternate: Kendall Walker (Brummitt) 
Level F 
Winner: Joseph Wan (Nosikova) 
Alternate: John Flannery (Runaas) 
Honorable Mention: Jacob Gehlbach (Sifford)

90% Saoirse Miller (Knowling)
Level D
100% Andrew Chen (Kubota)
96% Brynn McCloskey (Cha)
96% Erin Partridge (Cree)
92% Victoria Rice (Cha)
92% Addie Scanlan (Brummitt)
Level E
96% Paul Cornell (Cree)
Level F
100% Joseph Wan (Nosikova)
98% John Flannery (Runaas)
96% Jacob Gehlbach (Sifford)
92% Hanae Matsumoto (Kubota)
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| AUDITIONS NEWS |

Amber Riggenbach 
imtaauditionschair@gmail.com

IMTA State Auditions Chair

ello!

It is hard to believe we are wrapping up 
another year of  IMTA Auditions! It has been 
a great year! I am thankful for the continued 
guidance from our past auditions chair, Allison 
Chenoweth and past President Cyndie Caruth. 
I could not do what I am doing without their 
help this year. I am equally grateful that Roberta 
Quist has stepped in as co-chair. We are happy 
to serve…and are glad you have all had the 
patience and trust in us to help us rise to our 
positions! 

As you think on next year’s auditions, please 
double check the accuracy of  your student’s 
email addresses in the database. If  I contacted 
you for a correct email address of  your student 
this year, please remember to go in and correct 
them in the system.

Numbers were down this year….so it has 
prompted me to consider how we might 
encourage our students (and teachers) to 
embrace the experience of  auditions. It is a 
wonderful opportunity to empower students 
to do something they may not believe they can 
do. The feeling of  accomplishment for them 
is huge! 

The names and photos of  the state winners, 
runner-ups, and honorable mentions will be 
featured in the summer IMT magazine.

Thanks for your patience as we hope to 
announce soon when our state auditions will 
be held. Our main concern is everyone’s safety 
and we appreciate the level of  support and 
understanding we have received.

H

IMTA PIANO AUDITION  
GUIDELINES

A captivating and 
dynamic new method 
designed for student 
achievement and 
success.
• Easy-To-Use Approach

• Appropriate Reinforcement

• Innovative, Gradual Multi-Key

• Captivating Music

• Inviting Pages

• Cutting Edge Technology

FREE PIANO WORKSHOP WITH LISA BASTIEN!
Each attendee will recieve a complimentary packet of books

WHERE                            WHEN July 31, 2020 RSVP 515-278-4685 or vanessam@riemans.comRieman Music
6501 Douglas Ave
Urbandale, IA 50322
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Charlie Schmidt
imtafoundation@gmail.com

IMTA Foundation Chair

reetings from your Foundation Chair! 
I want to take this opportunity to 
thank everyone for their generosity 

last year in helping fund Jerie Gail Ramsey as 
a Foundation Fellow. I know that Jerie Gail’s 
family was thrilled that she was recognized 
by our state organization as well as at the 
national level. Maybe you know of  another 
person whom you’d like to nominate for this 

SEEKING NOMINATIONS FOR 
2021 FOUNDATION FELLOW

G

SPRING TREASURER’S REPORT 

| FOUNDATION NEWS & IMTA TREASURER TALK |

Carroll D. Caruth 
imtafinance@gmail.com

A

IMTA Treasurer

More information will be included in the 
upcoming magazine concerning District and 
State auditions totals.

The projected 20-21 budget will be presented 
in June. Any budgetary items pertaining to the 
2020-21fiscal year should be brought to my 
attention by May 15th.

Thank you to all festival and auditions chairs, 
teachers and students. As always, we hope 
the participation expands next year. Festivals 
and auditions offer feedback and goal 
setting, providing a significant value to your 
membership. As always, please contact me with 
any questions or concerns.

Respectfully, 
Carroll Caruth, IMTA Treasurer 
imtafinance@gmail.com

uditions and festival reports are in and 
giving a boost to the IMTA checking 
account balance. As of  March 1, 2020 

the IMTA account holds $34,672.54. CDs 
continue to slowly climb with a total of  
$36,696.67 in two CDs.

Upcoming bills for student and board MTNA 
Conference travel and magazine publication 
will total approximately $5000. The good news 
is 2020-21 membership dues will begin to be 
disbursed starting in April.

Scholarship Fund balance is $6650.87 as we 
wait for final contributions.

Festival results are 100% compiled with 11 
centers reporting a total of  250 students and 51 
teachers participating. Festivals showed a profit 
of  $1262.74.

honor? Many of  us probably can think of  
a person who has exhibited the dedication 
and caring that would make them a perfect 
nominee. If  so, please submit their name to 
me so the committee can look at moving 
forward to that end. Again, I thank you for 
all that you do for our organization and 
support for the Foundation program.

Do you know of someone  
to nominate for this honor?
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IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
with Melody Bober

We are thrilled to feature 
Melody in this interview as we 
look forward to her inspiring 
presentations at our IMTA  
State Conference in June. 

Please share your earliest composing 
experience: My earliest experience was 
actually in arranging tunes I heard on the 
radio or television. If  a theme song was 
catchy, I’d figure out the melody on the piano 
and put a fun accompaniment to it (perfect 
pitch came in handy). I remember one of  my 
earliest arrangements was the theme from the 
original Batman TV show. (Boy that dates me!)
Original composition began in high school, 
but on a more serious level in college.

How many compositions did you write 
before you were published? Just one! I had 
composed a piece called the Irish Suite for 
one of  my students. My husband and several 
music colleagues thought it might be good 
enough for publication, so I reluctantly sent 
it off  to various publishers. It was an exciting 
day when a letter came saying it was to be 
published! That was in 1995 and I’ve loved 
writing ever since.

Please elaborate on your journey from 
your first piece to where you are today. 
After the publication of  Irish Suite (Willis), I 
continued to write original solos and duets for 
FJH, and sacred arrangements for Lillenas. In 
2007, I joined Alfred Music and expanded my 
writing to include trios, quartets and one-hand 
solos at all levels as well as arrangements for 
sacred, Christmas, jazz and pop. I’ve enjoyed 
every moment!

How often have you started a piece and 
had to completely “scrap” the project?  
I can’t think of  a time when that has happened; 
generally there is some salvageable!

Do you feel composing comes easily for 
you? Yes, and I thank God everyday (and a lot 
of  praying for ideas!) I’m also thankful that 
I’ve never been in a creative slump.

What have you found to be valuable in 
order to balance your writing, family and 
teaching? I carve out disciplined writing time; 
a special part of  the day (early morning for me) 
to experiment, create, practice and immerse 
myself  in the joy of  composition. Family is 
important and teaching is wonderful; but a 
structured daily time allotment - be it short or 
long - is essential to staying productive.

How do you recommend helping students 
become comfortable with composition? 
Experiment, dabble, try out motives and 
melodies, accompaniments, keyboard range, 
harmonies, tempo. Give yourself  the gift of  
time to really get into that creative groove. 
Write your ideas down or record them; enjoy 
the journey, embrace the adventure that is 
YOUR composition!

Minnesota seems to be a favorite 
inspiration for your works. From what 
other sources do you draw inspiration? 
God’s beautiful creation is boundless, isn’t it? 

Melody Bober,
who needs no 
introduction in Iowa, 
is an active composer 
who enjoys creating 
motivational pieces 
that foster students’ 
understanding and love 
of music. 
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IN THE
SPOTLIGHT

I’ve enjoyed researching and visiting many parts of  the country 
for inspiration, especially when writing Alfred’s recital suites 
(states and landmarks), including Alabama, Indiana, South 
Carolina, The Great Lakes, North Dakota, Arizona, Minnesota, 
Montana, Maryland and your very own Iowa! There is such 
handiwork in every area of  our great nation and it has been a 
blessing to create music that hopefully speaks to that beauty.

I also draw inspiration from students’ needs and thereby try to 
incorporate technically challenging devices to help them grow 
musically. 

What piece do teachers love most? What are the 
pedagogical advantages offered in this work?

Rhapsody Brillante has been a favorite piece of  teachers and 
intermediate students. It provides wonderful opportunities 
for personal interpretation while developing technical skills 
in scales, arpeggios, tempo, key and mood changes with 
challenging left hand movement and a virtuosic ending!

Which piece do you love most that may not be a favorite of  
everyone else, and why?

Rain on the Lake found in book 5 of  A Perfect 10. It was inspired 
by a shower at our lake in Minnesota: gentle raindrops begin, 
a couple of  thunder claps followed by a lush, full shower that 
bounces off  the lake, drenches the hillsides, greening up the 
surrounding plant life. Then moves out of  the area leaving a 
calm and serene end to the event. Makes me think of  home.

With which other current composers on the scene have 
you collaborated? Several years ago, Robert Vandall and I did 
a 5-book series of  arranged sacred tunes called Play Hymns.  

(I miss Robert – I used so much of  his music in my studio!)

Also, several books with E.L. Lancaster and Gayle Kowalchyk 
from Alfred including Pentascale Pro, Major Scale Pro, Minor Scale 
Pro and Piano for Busy Teens.

In what unique ways do you connect with your own 
private students to keep them motivated and practicing 
consistently? 

a. I make a point of  writing at least three encouraging 
comments in their notebook each week, with regards to 
their practice, progress, performance or attitude.

b. I send out “I am proud of  you because” notes in the mail

c. I give birthday cards that have specific reasons why they 
are wonderful, talented and a great student

With such a busy schedule, what is the most cherished 
aspect of  your life? I cherish the time with my husband, 
daughter, son-in-law and two precious granddaughters (who 
also play piano - hooray!).

 

Melody Bober presenting a masterclass.
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ne of  the most significant events 
during my career as a teacher and a 
performer was my introduction to 

the Golandsky Piano Institute, based on the 
piano technique developed by the late Dorothy 
Taubman. My first exposure to the Taubman 
technique actually took place at our IMTA 
state convention in 1995 when the chair of  the 
Golandsky faculty, John Bloomfield presented 
a lecture on the Taubman technique. Hearing 
John’s introduction to this unique approach 
to the piano was a “light bulb” moment for 
me and it was the first time that a discussion 
of  piano technique actually made sense! 
After many years of  being involved with the 
Golandsky Institute, I still continue to coach 
privately with John Bloomfield at his studio in 
New York City. 

The Taubman technique is a comprehensive 
approach covering many different aspects of  
how the hands and body move efficiently at 
the keyboard. And as you may know, one of  
the primary tenets of  the technique is injury 
prevention. One of  the most enlightening 
concepts for me was something the 
Golandsky Institute refers to as “Enslavement 
to Notation” (I love that title!). Like many 
of  you, I was classically trained in the strict 
tradition of  following every detail on the 
printed page including the distribution of  
notes between the hands, the editor’s ideas 
for fingerings, etc. If  a particular passage was 
technically difficult and awkward, as a diligent 
piano student I simply pounded away at it over 
and over again in the hopes that it would get 
easier. The reality however, is that it never gets 
any easier and no matter how well one knows a 
piece, the natural tendency is to tense up when 
you approach those precarious, technically-
challenging spots in the music. 

In many cases when a passage is technically 
challenging and awkward, it’s because the 
notes are distributed between the staves 
and divided between the hands in a manner 

that makes no sense pianistically and is not 
physically natural to the hands. But most 
importantly, the uncomfortable distribution 
of  notes and fingerings actually hinders the 
production of  sound and the ability to create 
beautiful fluid music in a particular passage. 
Awkward distribution of  notes often leads to 
dangerous twisting and stretching of  the hands 
and fingers which not only impedes sound 
production, phrasing and overall musicality, 
but often times results in pain and injury. 
The good news is that we can free ourselves 
from enslavement to notation and solve the 
problem both for us or our students by simply 
redistributing the notes between the hands. 

Example #1 of  Rachmaninoff ’s famous 
Prelude in C# Minor, illustrates a typical 
notation practice of  crossing the thumbs 
in chordal passages which leads to awkward 
hand placement. But more importantly, 
this crossing of  the thumbs hinders tone 
production and proper voicing of  the melodic 
line. By simply unlocking the thumbs and 
switching the two inner notes, one is able to 
produce a better cantabile sound and voice 
the melody beautifully (see example #2). 
What a revelation to discover that by simply 
unlocking the thumbs, we have a series of  
mostly identical chord inversions in each 
hand. Of  course, my purist background sets 
off  a voice in my head that says “You cannot 
rearrange the great Rachmaninoff! You are 
treading on sacred ground! The music gods 
will smite you!”. But the reality is that this 
printed arrangement creates a technical barrier 
that obstructs the production of  sound and 
the creation of  a continuous musical line. 
The mischievous part of  me also can’t help 
wondering if  composers and publishers 
sometimes notate their scores in such a way 
that makes it look more impressive and more 
difficult than it actually is! 

Another example of  basic hand distribution 
is found in the opening of  Beethoven’s 

ENSLAVEMENT
TO NOTATION

Set Yourself Free!

O

Dr. Richard Steinbach 
Dr. Richard Steinbach is a Professor of 

Music at Briar Cliff University, Sioux City, 
Iowa, where he holds the prestigious 

position of M.A.Martin Everist Founda-
tion Artist-in-Residence. Steinbach holds 
degrees in piano performance from the 

University of Colorado, the Eastman 
School of Music and the University 

of Iowa. Dr. Steinbach serves as IMTA 
Commissioned Composer Chair.
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monumental Sonata Opus 110. Example 3 
illustrates a typical publication of  the Sonata 
that clearly has the right hand playing all of  
the 16th notes. Any fingering pattern of  this 
passage will require multiple crossings to 
execute it with only the right hand. And this 
awkward fingering and frequent crossing will 
likely create a choppy line with many bumps 
along the way! By sharing the 16th note 
figuration with the left hand, it is possible 
to create a beautiful flowing line as I believe 
the composer intended (see example 4). 
Additionally, the chord on the downbeat of  
measure 13 is another example where the 
thumbs should be uncrossed. 

When I first studied and performed 
Beethoven’s Opus 110, I was a doctoral 
student at the University of  Iowa in the studio 
of  John Simms. Professor Simms was an 
esteemed scholar and pianist and he expressed 
to me his purist viewpoint that Beethoven 
did indeed, intend this passage to be played 
only by the right hand. But John was an artist 
of  integrity and openness and in the end, he 
respected my decision to divide this passage 
between the hands. 

Giving myself  permission to rearrange a 
new piece to fit my hands comfortably was 
a real turning point for me. Of  course, this 
newfound freedom also enabled me to help 
my students in the same fashion as they learn 
new repertoire. After spending most of  my 
life “enslaving” myself  and my students to 
the printed score and believing that I was 
forbidden to alter anything, it was a breath 
of  fresh air to allow myself  the freedom to 
rearrange any piece of  music in a more pianistic 
and natural fashion. Now whenever I learn a 
new work, or my students start new pieces, 
I begin by questioning every measure of  the 
piece, searching out any awkward notations 
and fingerings and ultimately rearranging 
each score before the learning process begins. 
Sweet freedom for both me and my students 
and in the end, better musical results!

Example 1: Rachmaninoff Prelude in C# Minor, mm. 4-7

Example 2: Rachmaninoff Prelude in C# Minor, mm. 4-7 – upper voices redistributed

Example 3: Beethoven Sonata Op. 110, mm. 12-13

Example 4: Beethoven Sonata Op. 110, mm. 12-13 – melodic line redistributed
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YA Woodwind Winner: Sean Miller, saxophone (Kenneth Tse)
Jr. Woodwind Winner: Lucy Gannon, flute (Leslie Marrs)
Sr. Piano Duet Alternate: Yuer Zhu & Adam Zhu (Larisa Kanevski)
Sr. Composition Honorable Mention: Sam Lee (Pat Gwinnup)
Sr. String Alternate: Katya Moeller, violin (Almita Vamos)

IOWA WINNERS AT WEST CENTRAL DIVISION COMPETITION

MTNA  
NATIONAL FINALISTS

Diane Smith, NCTM
imtamtnachair@gmail.com

Iowa MTNA Competitions Chair

Lucy Gannon is a seventh 
grader at Waukee South 
Middle School. She 
performs, competes, and 
has won honors on three 
instruments: flute, piano, 
and violin. Lucy has played 
the flute for three years, 
under the tutelage of  Dr. 

Leslie Marrs of  Drake University. 

Before becoming a national finalist this year 
for the MTNA junior woodwind competition, 
Lucy was named runner-up for the Flute 
Wonders Jr. Competition at the Iowa Flute 
Festival in 2019. She has played first flute for 
several honor bands, including The SCIBA 
Middle School Honor Band, Orpheus Middle 
School Honor Band, the Hawkeye Honors 
Music Festival Honor Band, and the Central 
College Bandfest Honors Band.

Lucy has had success on the piano over the 
past seven years and studies piano with Larisa 
Kanevski of  Ames. Lucy was the winner 
of  the Victor Borge Legacy Award Piano 
Competition in 2019, and was named Sprout 
Champion of  the Bill Riley Talent Search 
Competition in 2018 and 2016.  Lucy has been 
active in Iowa Music Teachers Association 
piano competitions for the past several 
years, winning her district 4 times, and was 
named the state runner-up on two occasions. 
Recently, Lucy was named alternate for the 
MTNA junior piano state competition (2019). 
Lucy was also received Honorable Mention 
for the Central Iowa Symphony Young Artist 
Concerto Competition in 2020 (piano).

Lucy was the winner of  the MTNA junior 
strings competition (violin) for Iowa in 2019.  
She studies under Professor Borivoj Martinic-
Jercic of  Iowa State University. Lucy has 
participated in master classes on the violin 
at the Zenith Chamber Music Festival in Des 
Moines, at Drake University’s Stringfest, and 
with the Luther College Piano Quartet.

 

Sean Miller is a saxophonist 
from Roseville, Minnesota 
currently pursuing a 
Master of  Arts degree in 
Woodwind Performance 
at the University of  Iowa 
under the instruction 
of  Dr. Kenneth Tse. 
He is a two-time winner 

of  the Minnesota MTNA Young Artist 
Woodwind Competition, the Grand Prize 
winner of  Vandoren’s Young Emerging 
Artist Competition in early 2019, and, most 
recently, was selected as the Winner of  the 
West Central Division MTNA Young Artist 
Woodwind Competition. Sean was featured 
as an international soloist with the St. Olaf  
Band on its 2018 tour to New Zealand and 
Australia, performing the first movement of  
David Maslanka’s Saxophone Concerto. 

Outside of  soloing, Sean enjoys performing 
in a variety of  small ensembles including 
the Scintillam Saxophone Quartet and the 
nationally recognized Newman Singers 
Ensemble. Additionally, he is a member of  
the esteemed Iowa Saxophonist’s Workshop, 
which will be releasing a brand new full length 
album in May 2020. 

Sean is an active educator in the Iowa City 
area, including his role as the director of  the 
New Horizons Clarinet Ensemble, private 
instructor at Clear Creek Amana High School, 
and guest clinician for West Branch High 
School jazz ensembles. 

| IOWAN MUSICIANS RECOGNIZED AS MTNA FINALISTS |
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EMBRACEYOUR PASSIONS

Degrees Available
Bachelor of Music Education 
Bachelor of Music Education/Music Therapy 
Bachelor of Music in Music Therapy 
Bachelor of Arts in Music   
Bachelor of Music in Performance 
Master of Music Therapy

Music Scholarships
•  Music scholarships up to $5,000 per year  

for music and nonmusic majors

•  $2,500 minimum scholarships for All-State musicians 
($10,000 over four years)

Audition dates for 2019-2020 are Nov. 9,  
Jan. 18, Feb. 7, and Feb. 22

2020 Summer Camps
Band Camp: July 19-25

Meistersinger Keyboard Camp: July 26-29

Meistersinger All-State Choir Camp: Aug. 1-3, 6-8

WWW.WARTBURG.EDU/MUSIC

Suzanne Torkelson
Professor of Piano

Ted Reuter
Professor of Piano
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COMPOSING  
FUTURES ONE MUSICIAN AT A TIME

World-class faculty. State-of-the-art facilities you have to see (and hear) to believe. Endless 
performance and academic possibilities. All within an affordable public university setting 
ranked the #5 college town in America. 

*American Institute for Economic Research, 2017

To apply, or for more information, 
visit music.uiowa.edu.
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The Iowa Music Teacher, Fall 1983From the Past
Iowa Music Teacher Magazine, Fall 1983
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New Member
Amber Horsman
A love of  music began a 
long time ago for Amber 
Horsman. “I can still 
remember the first time I 
heard the Phantom of  the 
Opera. I sat on the living 

room couch for the entire play and listened to 
Sarah Brightman and Michael Crawford belt 
out the iconic songs.” From that day on, she’s 
been hooked. 
Amber was classically trained through High 
School and then moved into improvisation in 
College. After completing a Master’s Degree 
in Education, Amber moved back to her 
home state of  Iowa to be married to Brett, 
the pastor of  a local church in Waukee, IA. 
She serves as the primary musician at her 
church and also holds a position at GuideOne 
Insurance in West Des Moines. Most recently, 
Amber started teaching an early music class 
at her son’s daycare and opened her private 
piano studio.
As a new member, Amber reflects on her 
decision to join DMMTA. “I love the 
opportunity is brings my students and the 
influence of  my fellow teachers. It helps me 
stay fresh! And I always come away with 
something new.”

New Member
Doug Reed
Doug Reed, thus far 
anyway, is a very shy solo 
performer. This is in 
contrast to his often quite 
unshy personality. ( lol ) He 
has had a long career in the 
musical theater business, 

including conducting and keyboard/piano 
playing for many shows, famous and not, 

NEW MEMBERS

Joan Hopkins, NCTM
imtamentorchair@gmail.com

IMTA Mentor Chair

| TEACHER FEATURE |

Welcome!  

Welcome Spring!  And, we 
have been pleased to welcome 
new student members to the 
Wartburg and UNI chapters, 
as well as three independent 
teachers to our membership.  
We are grateful to those of you 
who reach out to these new 
members to help them become 
active and knowledgeable about 
the many aspects of MTNA/
IMTA that benefit us in our 
professional endeavors.  We all 
are mentors!  

An invitation to each of you 
to feel free to visit about any 
concerns or suggestions you may 
have as you navigate the daily 
tasks of our profession.

including on Broadway, at Radio City Music 
Hall, in Europe, and all over North America. 
After spending 13 years as a conductor and 
keyboard player for Disney’s The Lion King 
North American tour, he was glad, for non-
career reasons, to stay longer with a good 
friend in Ames, where he had visited many 
times. 
Doug finally managed, starting well into his 
30’s and after having had a private piano 
teaching studio of  some 30 students in 
Raleigh, North Carolina (though he’s actually 
a sometimes rather cranky Yankee from 
Connecticut!), to get music degrees from 
UNC-Chapel Hill (AB: Music) and—after 
being on Broadway and Radio City and in spite 
of  continuing opportunities there--Brigham 
Young University (MM: Conducting; opera, 
show, and choral); though his background in 
piano study per se from his teen years onward 
was neither entirely consistent, extensive nor 
happy. ( lol ) He has delighted, over the years, 
in collaborative piano—vocal, instrumental, 
and opera--and is not shy about that. He loves 
to teach and/or coach piano, vocal, organ or 
conducting. He serves as an organist in The 
Church of  Jesus Christ of  Latter-day Saints.
Doug’s approach to teaching and coaching is 
creative, individual, and energetic, whatever 
the age. He believes in being—or becoming, 
if  possible—“musical” at every point and in 
every moment. If  there is no “music,” then it’s 
not…music. :-) He loves to arrange, reduce, 
transcribe, adapt, or otherwise fool with 
orchestral or other music in both conservative 
and, on occasion, more radically creative ways. 
He loves Iowa and has enjoyed getting to know 
some of  the Ames teachers and hearing many 
of  their many fine students. He’s not cheap, 
but, then again, he doesn’t have any (paying) 
students here (yet)! Bravo for the great IMTA 
magazine and all that is going on here, and 
thanks for the welcome! 
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SCHOLARSHIPS...
Check out our website for audition information.

CONTACT GRACELAND ADMISSIONS
Admissions Office

admissions@graceland.edu | 866.472.23521 University Place
Lamoni, IA 50140

FIND OUT MORE AT  WWW.GRACELAND.EDU/MUSICfor both majors and non-majors.  
Awards are annually renewable for up to four years.

• Soundproof practice booths
• An outdoor amphitheatre
• A 23-rank pipe organ
• Steinway grand concert piano

Renovated in    2012
120 Seat Recital Hall

Grand    
Auditorium 550 Seat

Chamber Singers
Concert Choir
Graceland Harmonium
Jazz Band
Marching Yellowjackets
Musical Pit Orchestra
Orchestra
Percussion Ensemble
Steel Deal Caribbean 
   Pan Ensemble
Symphonic BandGraceland choirs tour the Midwest for two weeks in the spring.

OUTSTANDING
FACILITIES
Shaw Center

| CERTIFICATION NEWS |

he strength of  the MTNA and IMTA 
organizations is always found in the 
local associations, the true mainstays 

and workhorses of  music teaching. Because 
of  this, National Certification of  music 
teachers becomes even more relevant to help 
create and maintain professionalism within 
our local clubs. 

I will be presenting a program about 
encouraging Certification of  your members 
at the Local Associations’ breakfast on June 
9th at the 2020 State Conference, UNI. My 
presentation will explain three concepts 
to encourage Certification: Mentoring, 
Honoring, and Advertising. I will present 
several ideas of  each concept for you to 
use during club meetings and events. Also, 
I will be open to you sharing questions and 
suggestions. 

Remember that having NCTM behind your 
signature shows a commitment and dedication 
to professional growth and excellence. Let’s 
educate our future music families to always 
seek a certified teacher for themselves and 
their children.

Congratulations to Luke A. Tyler, Dubuque, 
for becoming Nationally Certified in February! 
We still have several more candidates who 
have applied and I am anxiously waiting to 
hear from National about the completion of  
their work. Also, you have until June 30th 
to apply for Certification and have $200.00 
donated in your name to the IMTA Student 
Scholarship Fund!

See you at breakfast on June 9th!
Linda Allebach, NCTM
imtacertification@gmail.com

IMTA Certification Chair

PROMOTE NATIONAL CERTIFICATION  
WITHIN YOUR LOCAL ASSOCIATION
T

Mentoring, Honoring, & Advertising
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By Dan Kubus
During the course of  the role-playing video game Final Fantasy 
VII, players are likely to discover a piano in the house of  
Tifa Lockhart, one of  the major protagonists, in the town of  
Nibelheim. If  the player can successfully play the notes to the 
World Map theme, the player is

rewarded with an important item. Anyone who is vaguely aware 
of  how a piano works would be able to discover this musical 
self-reference, merely by paying attention to the game’s music.
Final Fantasy is a series of  role-playing video games created 
by Squaresoft (now Square Enix). Games in the Final Fantasy 
series do not require great physical skill, finger dexterity, 
coordination, or speed in order to play well. Instead, with 
cleverness, thoughtfulness, planning, and some luck, the player 
can relatively easily access all areas of  the game by thoroughly 
investigating all areas and trying all possible options, and, 
as a result, can hear all the pieces of  music that accompany 
those areas.In three games of  the series--Final Fantasy (FF1), 
Final Fantasy IV (FF4), and Final Fantasy VII (FF7)--many of  
the pieces of  music contain motivic similarities as they are 
used in many different environments and situations. These 
relationships cohere dramatically throughout the series, despite 
the autonomy of  each game: the plot of  a newer Final Fantasy 
game generally has nothing to do with the storyline of  any 
game that precedes it.1

FF1 contains nineteen different pieces of  music, FF4 has 
fifty-seven pieces, and FF7 boasts eighty-five.2 The player 
navigates each game’s world from two distinct points of  view: 
walkabout mode (while the characters are journeying through 
towns, dungeons, etc.) and battle mode. During battle mode, 
all characters currently in the party line up on one side of  the 
screen, facing off  against the opponents on the other side of  the 
screen. The player then enters commands for each character--
physical attack with an equipped weapon, magic spell, or some 
other action--and the characters execute those actions, while 
opponents counterattack as prompted by the game’s program. 
A battle ends when one of  the sides escapes or is defeated. 

Most of  the musical selections are heard during walkabout 
mode, but several pieces are assigned to play during battles.
Battle mode is separated from walkabout mode via a sudden 
transition in the game’s graphics. The jarring transition 
underscores the stark contrast of  the music between the two 
modes and serves to accentuate the difference of  environment. 
While walkabout music is much too varied to fully encapsulate 
generally, later analysis will shed sufficient light on a handful 
of  these pieces. Several walkabout-mode pieces are assigned 
to specific characters in the latter two games, FF4 and FF7.
The player can easily identify certain pieces as character themes, 
because a piece will often play when a particular character 
appears or speaks important dialogue in a conversation; thus 
the piece becomes closely associated with that character. These 
two games also have various other walkabout pieces that make 
clear motivic references to a character theme and, therefore, to 
that character. Exactly how these relationships emerge and how 
they relate to the plot will be addressed. Most importantly, a 
progression of  character/theme involvement will be seen from 
one game to the next.
Battle music, on the other hand, is composed in a style that is 
designed to cognitively and psychologically prepare the player 
for a conflict.Battle music does this by incorporating many rock 
elements, including a driving beat with a repetitive bass line, 
a minor key with reduced emphasis on the leading tone, and 
consistently loud dynamics--generally forte or ranging from 
forte to fortissimo.
Rather than spread focus on the entire franchise, the goal of  
this series is to analyze specific pieces of  music in three specific 
games: Final Fantasy, Final Fantasy IV, and Final Fantasy VII. 
The first part of  this series will demonstrate the manner in 
which these three Final Fantasy games are unified by certain 
pieces of  music held in common among them. Parts II and 
III will demonstrate a progression of  musical interrelationship 
with each game’s unique character cast, ranging from non-
existent to prevalent. The final part will deeply analyze the most 
frequently played battle music themes of  these three games and 
reveal strikingly similar attributes among them, even though 
they come from games with entirely unassociated storylines.
Part I: Three Games, Two Themes, Multiple Connections

1A notable exception was made when Square Enix released Final Fantasy X-2, which 
is the sequel to Final Fantasy X. However, neither of  these games’ plots is related to 
Final Fantasy IX.

2These three games were released and remade for multiple gaming platforms. This 
musical analysis explores the background music from Final Fantasy (1987) for the 

Nintendo Entertainment System (NES), the Super Nintendo (SNES) version of  
Final Fantasy IV (1991), and the 1997 initial release of  Final Fantasy VII for the Sony 
PlayStation. The musical excerpts illustrated throughout this series will be greatly 
simplified from how they are heard in the releases on which they are based, focusing 
on the relevant features.
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These three games are unified musically by two pieces that are 
heard at or near the beginnings and ends of  the games. The 
first piece is the arpeggiated theme, and it always

 

greets the player when the game is first turned on. It always 
employs the same harmonic sequence. In FF1, this prelude 
simply consists of  double-layered voices in strict canon at the 
eighth note, in B-flat major. FF4 plays the prelude in C major 
and treats it with greater variation,

first playing every arpeggio as shown above, and then playing 
a sustained chordal theme as the arpeggios assume an 
accompanimental role. Once the melody has entered, the piece 
repeats until the player starts the game.
FF7 handles the prelude similarly in that the arpeggios enter 
before any melody enters. It is in C major, just as in FF4.The 
melody enters on the second iteration, similar but not identical 
to that heard in FF4. Furthermore, the melody grows louder 
and intensifies on the third strophe, after which a two-measure 
cadential bridge is added. Following this, the second strophe 
begins again, and the prelude cycles indefinitely.

The other piece that is a trademark of  the Final Fantasy franchise 
is a processional, heard relatively early in FF1 and FF4 as a 
prologue, and in FF4 and FF7 as an epilogue. The melody 
varies inconsequentially over the three games; the melody 
rendered below is closest to the FF7 version. FF1 and FF7 
play this processional in F major, and it is in B-flat major both 
times in FF4.
The arpeggiated theme and processional link the three games 
without reference to the storylines, because they are generally 
only heard while the player is not actively playing (i.e., just 
before a game starts or just after it ends).The only other piece 
in the entire repertory of

 

the three games that is similar enough to be considered 
thematically related to these two is the victory fanfare, which 
plays upon successful completion of  nearly every battle. The 
final two

harmonies in the arpeggiated theme are similar to the two 
non-tonic harmonies in the victory fanfare. The ♭VI and ♭VII 
characterize the triumphant mood of  the victory fanfare, and 
these same harmonies in the prelude perhaps foreshadow 
the many times a player will have to hear the victory fanfare 
throughout the game.
Following the fanfare itself  is a postlude that repeats infinitely 
until the player presses a button. The postlude for FF1 and FF4 
is given in mm. 3-10 above, and for FF7 below. Each
Continued on next page

Final Fantasy prelude music. This piece is in C major in FF4 & FF7, and it is transposed to B-flat major in FF1.

Final Fantasy processional.

FF4: Prelude melody. This piece plays concurrently with the arpeggiated theme (Example 2), entering on its second iteration.

Victory fanfare; plays upon successful completion of most battles. FF1 plays this in E-flat major. FF4 plays it as given.

FF7: Prelude cadential bridge.
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Continued from previous page

FF7 Victory fanfare and postlude. 
postlude retroactively reveals the key of  its preceding victory 
fanfare. The postlude is in E-flat Mixolydian in FF1 and 
C Mixolydian in FF4, compatible with the fanfare’s E-flat 
major and C major, respectively.  The postlude in FF7, 
however, is in F minor, revealing that the C-major chords in 
mm. 1-2 function as dominants.  The VI and VII harmonies 
are stretched over the two measures, instead of  transpiring 
over two beats and tonicizing on the downbeat of  m. 2. The 
VI returns in the postlude, m. 5, but it progresses not to VII, 
but to V (the G♭ in m. 6 is the lowered 5th of  a C dominant; 
A ♭ is an added 13th). The ♭VI and ♭VII harmonies will 
continue to be seen in music of  this series in character 
themes and some battle music as well.
FF7 also pays homage to the previous two games by playing 

Dr. Dan Kubus offers ”Unifying the 
Legacy of Final Fantasy Music” 
to the Iowa Music Teacher in a 
four-part series as he continues 
his endeavors to become nation-
ally certified. Please look for the 
remaining contributions to follow in 
Summer, Fall and Winter of 2020.

Dan holds a DMA degree in Piano 
Performance and Pedagogy from 
the University of Iowa.  He has 
served as a Staff Accompanist at 
Truman State University, currently 
teaches privately in Ankeny, and is 
pursuing NCTM certification.

the fanfare/postlude pair from 
FF1 and FF4 at the end of  a 
Chocobo race.  Chocobos are 
large, ostrich-like birds found 
in the wild during walkabout 
mode. Chocobo races are not 
battles, but competitions in 
which jockeys race domesticated 
Chocobos for money and 
prizes. When the protagonists 
win a race (either as jockey or as 
bettor), the fanfare and postlude 
play in C major, but when they 
lose a race, the tunes play in the 
parallel minor.
These two themes bear a famous 
association with the entire Final 
Fantasy franchise. But as already 
stated, each Final Fantasy game 
tells a new story, portrays a 
new adventure, features new 
characters, and plays new music. 
Befitting the autonomy of  each 
game, the manner in which each 
Final Fantasy game treats its 
music is vastly different from 
one installment to the next.  
The next two parts will deeply 
explore the evolving music-
character association, relying 
on plot analysis to support the 
musical analysis.
 

Music
• Distinctively student-centered department
• Focused on developing each future performer or

educator
• Classical piano, jazz improvisation or ensemble,

and ample collaborative opportunities for pianists
• Perform on our Bösendorfer Grand Imperial piano

AT

SIMPSON JAZZ CAMP

• June 14 - 19, 2020
• Registration is now open
• For more information visit: 

musicatsimpson.wixsite. 
com/jazzcamp

simpson.edu/music
facebook.com/MusicAtSimpson

For more information contact:
Department of Music 
musicatsimpson@simpson.edu  |  515-961-1637
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West Music is proud to offer Iowa’s finest 
selection of Steinway & Sons and  
Yamaha brand pianos supported  
by the dependable sales staff  
and service of West Music.

Iowa’s Choice for the 
FINEST PIANOS

pianos.westmusic.com
CEDAR FALLS  •  CEDAR RAPIDS  •  CORALVILLE  •  DECORAH  • DES MOINES PIANO GALLERY  •  DUBUQUE  •  QUAD CITIES

Play now. Play for life.

800-373-2000
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FIND YOUR FUTURE IN

PERFORMING ARTS
AT WALDORF UNIVERSITY

Waldorf University has deep-rooted traditions that consistently 
provides diverse experiences through enriching programs. Let us help you fine-

tune, expand and explore your passions.

Visit waldorf.edu to explore the opportunities that are waiting for you.
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Jason Sifford
imtatechnology@gmail.com

IMTA State Technology Chair

t is not uncommon that I walk into a 
coffee shop and see someone reading a 
book on a Kindle or Nook, and while the 

“paper vs. digital” debate has been a common 
discussion item for the past decade, there’s 
at least one major benefit to eBooks. Self-
publishing has entered the mainstream, and 
more and more authors who were previously 
unable to find an agent and get published 
are now able to deliver their work to new 
audiences online.

The sheet music market has lagged behind a 
bit, but the last several years has seen it catch 
up. A decade ago, it was somewhat difficult 
to find high-quality, legal music online. Today, 
a great deal of  high-quality music is available 
for teachers to purchase and download online.

There are two main ways in which educational 
sheet music is sold online – individual licenses 
and studio licenses. An individual license 
allows you to download and print one copy 
of  the piece or book for one person. A studio 
license allows you to download the material 
and print as many copies as you would like 
for your students. The difference is cost – 
an individual license may cost a few dollars, 
whereas a studio license could be as much as 
$30. While that may sound expensive, consider 
that having a $30 book that 30 students could 
share means that each student gets their own 
copy for $1 – a bargain compared to most 
print materials!

A few of  my favorite online offerings are 
listed below. Many offer both individual and 
studio licenses, and they include everything 
from repertoire to theory to games and other 
activities. When choosing materials for your 
studio, be sure and have a look online. The 
most important thing is that whether or not 
you shop online or in stores, you purchase legal 
copies of  the music and support the people 
and companies that continue to produce and 
distribute quality materials for your students!

www.musicnotes.com
A large online retailer featuring digital 
downloads from major publishers, YouTube 
artists, and popular performers.

www.sheetmusicplus.com 
A large online retailer of  both hard copies 
and digital downloads, featuring compositions 
from a large community of  self-published 
composers and arrangers. 

www.composerscommunity.com
One of  the pioneers of  digital delivery, 
featuring publications by Jennifer Eklund and 
the Composers’ Community collective.

www.premierpianomusic.com
Another popular source of  teaching materials 
by a variety of  composers, curated and 
distributed by Jacki Alexander.

www.composecreate.com
The online home of  Wendy Stevens, one of  
the first teachers to embrace the internet, and 
still one of  the best!

shop.supersonicspiano.com.au 
The online home of  Daniel McFarlane, well-
known composer of  music with a more 
modern, pop-inspired sound.

These are just a few favorites. There are 
dozens more out there, and more are being 
added every day. Subscribe to popular social 
media sites and investigate the many piano 
blogs and podcasts to learn about more and 
get involved in the online piano community.

DIGITAL DOWNLOADS

| IMTA TECHNOLOGY NEWS |

I
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drake.edu/music
a C @drakeumusic

Music Scholarship 
Audition Dates
November 13, 2020 
February 5, 2021
February 12, 2021

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Here, you’ll be one-on-one with dedicated professors 
who are nationally acclaimed musicians. You’ll have 
the opportunity to tour regionally, nationally, and 
internationally. Follow your passion at Drake University.

Experience a 
classroom of one.
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| FROM MY CORNER CABINET |

We all have those 
“corner cabinets”  
jam-packed with music 
that we consider our 
go-to pieces, and as 
teachers, some of our 
corner cabinets contain 
our favorites. I’m not 
sure about you, but I’ve 
had to “retire” a few 
pieces of music this year 
from the much love 
they have received over 
the years and I’m ready 
for some new music 
to liven up my studio’s 
melodic sounds.

SPRING CLEANING!
ne of  my most favorite times of  
the year is spring. I love the early 
morning dawns, twilight fading later 

into the evening, the clean fresh smell of  the 
winter wind blowing in the warmth of  gentle 
breezes. The resilient little flowers that defy 
the last winter throws at them, poking their 
colorful heads up through the hard ground. 
I enjoy washing bedding, curtains, and rugs, 
hanging them outside on the clothesline to be 
dried by the spring sun. Inhaling the scent that 
lingers on them long after they are folded and 
put away for the next winter’s season. I guess 
I just love the “newness” the spring season 
offers …especially in the Midwest as we have 
survived yet another winter!

In my music, I feel the same way. The heaviness 
of  competitive pieces learned and practiced 
over many months, slogging through the scales, 
arpeggios and cadences, the repetitive method 
books leaves me hungry for something fresh 
and new…so I scour my cabinet to see what 
treasures I have accumulated over the last few 
months, tucking them away for just the right 
time. And that time is now!

Going into any music story for a piano 
teacher is much like going into a candy store 
for a child…the results are the same. We buy 
too much and feel guilty afterwards (well, 
sometimes!). However, I must admit that as 
I’ve been picking up musical treasures and 
putting them away, I’m pleased with the 
choices I’ve made and can’t wait to share these 
new works of  art with my students and with 
you!

Early Elementary 
Cheerful Chimes by Elizabeth W. Greenleaf

This happy solo reminds me of  when I lived 
next to a church as a child. In the spring, 
the carillon would sing out merrily in the 
morning hours, helping me to greet the day 
excitedly. Cheerful Chimes is the perfect piece 
for the early elementary student who has just 
been introduced to using the damper pedal 
giving the “chiming” effect one of  a happy 
church bell choir. A review of  quarter, half  

and whole notes, the student’s challenge is 
to play a consistently even tempo. Adding in 
the forte of  the bells and piano of  the echo 
bouncing off  the surrounding buildings offer 
a delightful contrast. I love the ritardando 
at the end as the bells finish their beautiful 
morning song and fade away into the day.

Late Elementary 
Le fin d’hiver “Winter’s End” in Les Petites Images 
by Jennifer Linn

The incredible images this piece evokes is 
moving and powerful. Jennifer Linn describes 
this solo as “an image of  a frozen brook 
gradually coming to life”. Personally, I didn’t 
even read the commentary before I played it 
so that I could develop my own interpretation 
and incredibly it is very close to the composer. 
However, the direction my interpretation 
took was a final cold wind dying out giving 
way to new life beginning to emerge as the 
warm gentle spring breeze pushed the last 
of  winter out and nurtured the buds to pop 
on the naked tree branches. The hands work 
together beautifully to create a “seamless 
motion”, working diligently on even tone 
quality without interrupting the movement of  
the music. Tenuto is a technique vital to the 
full musical image as the composer changes 
the tempo throughout. A gorgeous piece that 
gives hope to a dawning spring.

Late Intermediate 
Forest Nocturne in THREE ROMANCES  
by Catherine Rollin

I feel in love with this work immediately upon 
sitting down at the piano to play through them. 
My heart was drawn to the first movement 
“Forest Nocturne”. Reminiscent of  Chopin 
in style, the compound meter that is inspired 
of  the night. There is romance in progression 
of  the piece as the sun sets and the moon 
rises over the trees, the animals come to life 
in a magical dance under the twinkling stars. 
Beautiful dynamic contrasts seem like a 
wayward wind blowing through, stirring up 
leaves and brushing them away, making room 
for the new life being created in the spring 
rebirth.

O

Amy Jo Wrobel

Continued on page 51
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Julie Bond 
imtamembers@gmail.com

IMTA Membership Chair

Spring is here! I’m excited to report that 
we had an 8% increase in membership 
as of  March 2nd, compared to the same 

time frame last year. It is good to see IMTA 
membership still growing, and now is the 
perfect time to invite possible new members to 
local association meetings to learn more about 
IMTA, especially with summer conference 
coming up in June. 

Soon, renewal notices from MTNA will be 
arriving to each member of  IMTA. Please 
check these notices for accuracy, including 
your local association assignment and email 
address. If  you find any errors, such as 
assignments to more than one local resulting 
in extra charges, it is always easier to correct 
before renewing your membership. If  you 
need to update your information, please call 

S Melissa Curtice (MTNA Membership Chair) 
at (513) 421-1420, extension 237. 

Paying renewals on time is very important! 
The due date to renew is July 1 for Active 
Members. Please remember that any Active 
Member payments made after Sept. 1 will 
result in non-member status for auditions and 
require the payment of  the non-member fee, 
ineligibility for festivals, and loss of  IMTA 
website dashboard login access. Collegiate 
members wishing to enter students into 
auditions will need to upgrade to Active, using 
the Active Member deadlines. Get the most 
out of  your membership by not paying late!

If  anyone has questions regarding 
membership, please don’t hesitate to contact 
me at imtamembers@gmail.com.

NOW IS THE PERFECT TIME 
TO INVITE SOMEONE TO A MEETING! 

| MEMBERSHIP NEWS |

PRO MUSICA SCHOLARSHIPS
Up to $4,000 for vocal, instrumental and piano students, 

regardless of major 

40 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Including Music, Music Education and Church Music

MUSIC ENSEMBLES & LESSONS
Choir, Kantorei, Wind Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble

Lessons in piano, organ, voice and other instruments

music@grandview.edu
www.grandview.edu
1200 Grandview Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa

515-263-2800  •  800-444-6083
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TERRACE HILL PIANO  
PIANO COMPETITION HELD 

The Fort Dodge Area Music Teachers Association honored Jan Altemeier at 
their IMTA Honors Recital on Sunday, March 1 with a bouquet of  flowers and 
rendition of  “Happy Birthday.” Jan is celebrating her 80th birthday and 51 years 
of  membership in IMTA.

Jan was born on February 27, 1940 and married Keith Altemeier on August 2, 
1959. The couple moved to Fort Dodge in 1960. Her family includes Janine and 
Brad Niemeyer, Fort Dodge; Tara and Mike Murphy, Des Moines; Sara Altemeier, 
Ankeny; and David Altemeier, Des Moines. She has two grandchildren. Her 
husband Keith Altemeier is deceased. The family hosted an open house for Jan’s 
family and friends in February at her church. 

She taught elementary general music for 15 years, taught piano lessons for 65 
years, and has played oboe in the Karl King Municipal Band for 30 years. She 
played piano and oboe in the Fort Dodge Area Symphony for 55 years and has 
played piano for church since 1962. In 1975 she started the bell choir at Good 
Shepherd Lutheran Church in Fort Dodge and has performed in and conducted 
The King Ringers for many years. 

Jan has been an active member of  IMTA since 1969, serving in many capacities 
for FDAMTA, (formerly Solfeggietto) and various committees of  IMTA. She 
has been a mentor to many and continues to enter students in Festivals and 
Auditions. Pictured with Jan is her Level F Winner, Nathan Rethwisch, at the 
recent IMTA Honors Recital at Friendship Haven Celebration Center.

Pictured left to right, Iowa’s First Gentleman, Kevin Reynolds; performers, Ashley Xu, Tylar 
Meister, Joya Schreurs, (not pictured, John Flannery); Adjudicator, Dr. Garik Pedersen; THEMA 
Chair and coordinator, Dr. David Piersel

Jan Altemeir and student Nathan Rethwisch

Begun in 1986, the Terrace Hill Piano 
Competition is held annually at the Iowa 
PBS studios in Johnston, Iowa. This year’s 
competition was held on February 7-8, 2020. 
Winners were as follows:

Junior Division 
Ian Lewis, Cedar Falls
Ana Yam, Ames

Senior Division
1st Place: Ashley Xu, Ames   
2nd Place: Tylar Meister, Mitchellville
3rd Place: John Flannery, Washington

Altemeier Honored

| LOCAL ASSOCIATION NEWS |
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UNI PIANO DAY  
HOSTED BY FACULTY

| LOCAL ASSOCIATION NEWS |

The keyboard faculty at the University of  Northern Iowa hosted 
the UNI Piano Day on February 29th, 2020 from 9am-4pm. 
This extracurricular keyboard experience for junior high and 
high school-aged students included open lessons with university 
faculty, a workshop on pre-performance strategies, an organ 
and harpsichord demonstration, an ensemble repertoire group 
piano class, and lots of  fun with other young pianists. After an 
action-packed day, the young pianists performed a lovely recital 

Student performers and UNI Piano FacultyStudents explore Jebe Hall Organ and harpsichord

Kelly Parker and Jean Hilbert

NAMTA Members Collaborate 
to Raise Funds
NAMTA members Kelly Parker and Jean Hilbert collaborated in concert 
on March 1st at the Hearst Center for the Arts in Cedar Falls to help raise 
funds for the refurbishing of  the Hearst Center’s Steinway D. The program 
included music by Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Scarlatti, Ibert, Tchaikovski 
and more as well as duets, original compositions and arrangements of  
popular hits. The concert resulted in nearly $4,000 from donations and 
matching funds toward the refurbishing of  the Steinway D. 

The Steinway D was purchased in 1989 by the Cedar Falls Art and Culture 
Board for use by the community and for musical performances. The piano 
was originally built in 1957, and was refinished by Lundak Piano in Traer 
before delivery to the Hearst. The piano was purchased for only $13,000, 
but today is valued for far more. It is a highlight for performers near and far. 
The Hearst staff  often receives comments with regards to how wonderful 
it is to play. Patrons often ask to play the piano, which fills the galleries 
with wonderful, unexpected music from time to time. On a more regular 
basis, students and teachers practice and perform and visiting musicians 
play concerts. It is a beautiful instrument that we feel lucky to have!

in Davis Hall, housed in the Gallagher Bluedorn Performing 
Arts Center. The event featured students of  Cyndie Caruth, 
Patricia Schroeder, Suzanne Torkelson, Jean Hilbert, Vakhtang 
Kodanashvili, Larisa Kenevski, and Joan Andreesen. Thank 
you to our wonderful participants, their amazing teachers, and 
dedicated parents for attending this event!
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Summer Piano Workshops

Ask Nessa!
Nessa and her team have the 
knowledge and experience to 
 nd the books you and your
students desire.

Your Home For IMTA, Federation,
Nebraska Summer Olympics,

Piano Recital Selections & More!

E. L. Lancaster - Tuesday, July 21
Lisa Bastien - Friday, July 31

Phillip Keveren - Thursday, August 13
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s we were preparing for a wonderful 
June conference, we find ourselves 

in a unique situation. Our plan was to hear 
a presentation from Linda Allebach, State 
Certification Chair.  She has been successful 
in encouraging several Iowa teachers to 
complete the certification process. Please 
reach out to her at imtacertification@gmail.
com. She approaches everything regarding 
piano teaching with vivacious energy and 
enthusiasm! It is not too late to get started.  
Social distancing may just be the perfect time 
to start this wonderful process.  

Please stay safe and we will see everyone soon!

clarke.edu/music

MAJORS 
Music Education
Music
  • Piano, Vocal, &  
    Instrumental Performance
  • Composition 
 
ENSEMBLES 
Clarke Cantabile
Clarke Collegiate Singers
Clarke Jazz
Clarke-Loras Chamber Orchestra
Clarke Melos
Clarke Wind Ensemble

dedicated students!

• Our contemporary curriculum focuses on students 
pursuing a broad range of musical interests.

• Our prestigious faculty specialize in performance, 
composition, and music education.

• Talent Awards available for excellence in 
performance, composition, and ensemble 
participation regardless of major.

Dubuque, Iowa

Send us your 

Teachers, Clarke University is seeking 
your gifted music students for our NASM 
accredited program.

| LOCAL ASSOCIATION NEWS |

Dr. Sharon Jensen
imtalocal@gmail.com

IMTA State Local Associations Chair

A

SPRING NEWS
Intermediate 
Rain in PIANO CALM by Phillip Keveren

The title of  this work captured my attention 
even before I opened the cover and 
discovered the lush decadent original piano 
solos of  Mr. Keveren. My first thought was 
of  my adult students who desired to play 
“difficult sounding” music but was within 
their abilities. “Rain” drew my attention 
because the first mature composition I 
ever learned was Chopin’s Prelude No. 
15 Raindrop. This piece is redolent of  
the continuous raindrop that offers the 
performer the ability to draw out the 
reflectively haunting melody. In the hurried 
world in which we participate, this original 
piano series brings a sense of  serenity and 
perspective to the world weary listener.

Continued from page 45
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

YOUR PLACE TO

PERFORM

UNO is an AA/EEO /ADA institution. For more information, please call/contact the Title IX/ADA/504 Coordinator 402.554.3490 or TTY 402.554.2978.

6305 University Dr North | Omaha, NE 68182 | music.unomaha.edu

The Keyboard Area of the School of Music at UNO provides opportunities for students to develop their solo and 
ensemble skills in a wide variety of performance venues, both on campus and in the community. In addition to 
weekly lessons, piano students attend a performance class where they play on a regular basis and learn about 
technique, stage presence, practice methods, audition/jury/competition preparation, and essential concepts  
of piano pedagogy and literature. Students additionally have the opportunity to study organ and play on our  
double-manual French harpsichord. Our students also learn outside the classroom by attending faculty and 
guest artist recitals, master classes and lectures, participating in internships with local organizations, and  
working with instrumentalists and vocalists in the collaborative piano program.

WANT TO LEARN MORE? 
Contact Dr. Kristín Jónína Taylor, Keyboard Area Coordinator and Assistant Professor of Piano
kristintaylor@unomaha.edu or 402-554-6154

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION, FINE ARTS AND MEDIA

For information about the School of Music, contact Adam Hilt at ahilt@unomaha.edu or 402.554.2177
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Dr. Marian Lee, DMA, NCTM
imtacollegiatechair@gmail.com

Collegiate Chapters Chair & 
IMTA Collegiate Faculty Forum

Welcome to our newest IMTA collegiate 
chapter – Faith Baptist College MTNA 
Student Chapter!

It was my great pleasure to sit down for a 
phone interview with Sherri Nicholson, faculty 
advisor for IMTA’s newest collegiate chapter, 
Faith Baptist College MTNA (FBMTNASC). 

For those IMTA members who are unfamiliar 
with Faith Baptist College, it is a college 
located in Ankeny, IA. It was originally called 
Omaha Bible Institute in Omaha, NE, then 
changed to Omaha Baptist College, and in the 
1960s, eventually relocated to Ankeny, IA.

It is unique in that every major at Faith Baptist 
receives two degrees – one in their declared 
major and a Bible major. They offer a Sacred 
Music degree as well as a Music Education 
degree, where one could have an emphasis in 
piano pedagogy. 

Originally from Minnesota, Ms. Nicholson has 
been at Faith Baptist College since July 2015 
and wears many hats there. She teaches piano 
pedagogy, music theory, music appreciation, 
handbell choir, in addition to playing choral 
music, accompanying and performing sacred 
music concerts in the area. She received her 
BM from Pillsbury Baptist Bible College in 
Minnesota and went on to complete her MM 
at Bob Jones University in Greenville, SC as a 
piano pedagogy major. 

Ms. Nicholson helped form the collegiate 
chapter at Faith Baptist in Fall 2019. She and 
her piano pedagogy students were motivated 
by the upcoming 2020 MTNA conference 
in Chicago. Ms. Nicholson had learned that 
MTNA offers scholarships for 

college students who belong to a collegiate 
chapter and there began their road to forming 
a chapter. If  they made the Nov 1 deadline, 
they would be able to receive money for travel, 
lodging and a stipend of  $100 per student. 
They succeeded in creating a collegiate chapter 
and are excited about their first trip together. 
They are especially excited to attend Pedagogy 

Saturday so that they can continue to develop 
their mind, talents and knowledge. 

There are currently eight students in the 
collegiate chapter that meet periodically 
and five are planning their preparation for 
the big trip to Chicago and the MTNA 
conference. It will be a first conference for 
most of  them. Ms. Nicholson is grateful to 
Dr. Alan Huckleberry for encouraging them 
to create a chapter. Amy Jo Wrobel has also 
been an important connection for them to 
the Des Moines MTNA and in the future, 
FBMTNASC hopes to present at the Des 
Moines piano teachers association and give 
back to their local association. 

We wish them well on their first year as an 
IMTA collegiate chapter and hope to hear 
more exciting news from them in the future!

FAITH BAPTIST COLLEGE  
MTNA STUDENT CHAPTER! 

| COLLEGIATE CHAPTER NEWS |

Welcome to our newest IMTA collegiate chapter

Faith Baptist New Collegiate Chapter, back row: Anna Smith, Sara Torres, Allison Yuan; front 
row: Sherri Nicholson and Logan Scheps
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From the heart...
Tips and treasures from IMTA members & students

One of  my newer 6 year-old students entered my home and saw my husband in the kitchen 
preparing a light lunch at his usual time. I have a long teaching day with no big breaks so I try 
to grab a snack off  and on throughout the day. My husband heard the student ask his mom 
on his way downstairs to the studio, “Is he the chef ”?? 

– Cyndie Caruth, DMMTA

My student, Ellie, has been painfully struggling in her beginning months of  lessons so much 
so, that I had a heart to heart with the parents over her lack of  practice and progress. To 
my absolute delight, the entire family took this seriously and moved her electric piano from 
the basement to right outside the kitchen so that Ellie could “perform” for them while 
they prepared supper each day. I couldn’t believe it when in the last 2 months, she not only 
completed her Primer level books at record speed, but learned an entire book of  Christmas 
music, plus extra “fun” music (Bober, Olson, Alexander) due to her suddenly voracious 
appetite to play piano. During Christmas break, a friend contacted me that she needed to give 
a piano away...so I contacted this family. Thrilled to be getting a “real piano”, Ellie’s response 
was “I can’t wait to have a REAL piano to practice on so I can practice on my key pressure!”

– Amy Jo Wrobel, DMMTA

Submit your stories  
and teaching tips for  
publication to 
imtainformation@gmail.com. 
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The FJH Music Company Inc. is pleased to offer you a comprehensive catalog of publications. The FJH Pianist’s Curriculum ® is an extensive 
library that covers all aspects of teaching: methods, literature, technique, supplemental repertoire, theory, sight reading and more.

The FJH Music Company Inc.  
2525 Davie Road, Suite 360 • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33317-7424

PHONE: 954-382-6061 • EMAIL: info@fjhmusic.com
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.fjhmusic.com for detailed information on all FJH publications.

THE FJH PIANIST’S CURRICULUM®

For a complimentary FJH Pianist’s Curriculum packet (3 books)
email info@fjhmusic.com or call our sales department at 954-382-6061 

and use promo code: FJH-IA-PKT

COMPLIMENTARY PACKET
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